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FOREWORD

The following report documents the progress made in developing

ultrasonic inspection methods for compressor blades of turbojet engines.

The main emphasis was placed on the development of transducers for the

inspection of the compressor blades of the J-79 and J-71 engines.

Much of the work done was concerned with the development of a

usable surface wave standardization system. A unique type of calibra-

tion block was developed making possible the accurate calibration of

transducers and the calibration of the reject level and gain settings

of the pulse-echo system.

One section of the report deals with the effects of protective

paint coatings on the efficiency of ultrasonic flaw detection of com-

pressor blades. The remainder of the report is composed of ultrasonic

cleaning studies of turbojet engine components.
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INTRODUCTION

In the future, the first few rows of compressor blades in many of

the turbojet engines used by the Air Force will be painted with some

type of protective high-temperature paint. This paint is expected to

eliminate the oil spray procedure which is commonly being used to protect

the blades from corrosive atmospheres. The paint coating will be applied

approximately .001 of an inch thick, being sprayed on in most cases.

One of the types of paints which will be in comemon usage is manu-.

factured by the Glidden Company under the Irrade name Nubelon S. This

paint is-verysuccessful in" resisting ambients encountered up to 600*F,

and has been documented in a test program administered by the Navy.

Along with the protective effects of the paint, it is expected

that some difficulty might ensue in the ultrasonic inspection of these

blades since it may be possible that the paint will attenuate surface

waves to a degree as to make the ultrasonic tests insensitive. Also, it

is possible that any scratch or void in the paint may have the effect

of reflecting the ultrasonic wave, thus presenting the indication of a

flaw where none actually exists.

[i The object of this study was to determine whether the Nubelon S

[ paint, as applied according to the factory directions and specifications,

will have a detrimental effect on the ultrasonic inspection of compressor

blades primarily from the General Electric and Allison engines.

(Iiarl ngns
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CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that the painting of the forward stages of turbojet

compressor blades with Nubelon S paint will cause no serious effects in.

I the ultrasonic inspection routine. If the paint were applied to a thicker .'

base than recommended by the manufacturer, it is possible that the surface

waves would be attenuated to a degree. This is especially true of the

higher frequencies, such as five megacycles or higher. However,*since•.'

the most commonly used inspection frequency is 2.25 megacycles', it. is

thought, in general, that no difficulty of any sort should arise." Specif-

ically, the findings of this study are as follows:

1. The addition of the Nubelon S in the recommended thickness will

not seriously hinder ultrasonic inspection by surface-wave,

pulse echo.

2. Scratches and voids in the paint will not cause serious extraneous.

1 fflaw indications.

3. It is entirely unlikely that the paint coating can cover flaws

in a blade to the extent that they could not be detected by

ultrasonics.

1 4



I'EXPERIMSNTAL PROCEDUREI
Th .w s -u ot e-- o - o ,.'

The first set of measurements was run for the purpo'.e"f determining.." "

' the. ef.fetts. of°vat#g, thickne'sses, of pa'inted, co.at ns. "aa wave::...

.... .". .. . .. signal "attenuati0t.:,Fi". 1. demon strates the pafttei...us'ed.for.appl ing

:the pait- to. a sheet of, s tainl essa steel. .I~t`q mut' b e no ted' that"it. is.

i sible to attainpre.e sae thckne O coating fo ea c•f .. ... . • ... •..

•' i ese':tests 'but it is assumed.that if the. Asame: amount° of 'vehicle• is used

• i i • "'" •.. .." :": .- : ." .'-. . ,'. .-, ' , .- ,. -. ,-. .. .. ". "- :""" '•:/ : '.: : " " :. .. " .... " -. "": •.. " " " ...

e-'ýach-time ir t. - aint, an h sm pr pessr -that. .thfe-coa ts would

be"somewhat reproducible It'is'also'thought thatthe method used here

of applying the paintcorresponds 'very-.cl'osely tob':the method which-would

be used .in actual .field. practice. .'

F.om this instailla.tion,.: it' might be.assumed, tha.tthe .paint-has

approximnately .O01 inch thicknes.s..f'or.each-coat. .Therefor`e, the' three

increments are" .001 inch,. .00 inch,.and :.00.inch. The.bare sections

on, the .test p.ate were for thepurpoe.eof. comparing the respon'se,..with.-:

the sections which had :paintt. In" all cases, --the readinigs"were taken 1i

"" incheis from an edge Qf. the plate, :'The edges: .of the pl'ate .Were ground to .

a- reason ably-.true perpendicular edge, although -it 1.. possible. there could

"have been 'slight"vara'tions.

1 I
Coat Clean Coats Clean Coats

Fig. 1. Painted Test Specimen.
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The data taken from this experimental setup are shown in Table 1.

J. The distance shown ±n the first column is the distance between the trans-

"ducer and the edge of the plate. The readings shown correspond to averages

.I .of a large number of readings (3o to 60). From these readings, it can

.. .be seen that there is an increasing amount of attenuation with the double

and-triple coat plates, but that there is very little difference between

and bare plate and the plate with only one coat. It can be concluded

from these readings that there probably would be very little effect on

the accuracy of the readings resulting from only one thin coat of paint.

"Another set of experiments was taken to determine the attenuation

as a function of distance of transmission. The test specimen which was

u.s.ed. for these tests is shown in Fig. 2. This consists of a clean stain-

"less steel plate, one side was covered with two coats of the Nubelon S

paint. The signal attenuation versus distance was then determined for

each of the two sides. This is shown in Fig. 3. It may be seen from

thesue curves that the attenuation rate is reasonably linear for the un-

.. ,:..treated: surfface, 'whereas, the attenuation increases with distance for

the:pa ne"iixtd surface. This indicates that the application of a thick
"•.coat.f paint might cause difficulties on long range ultrasonic pulse echo

TAKLE I

SI, ATTENTUATION DATA

Distance Coats of Paint Average Amplitude
I of Echo Pulse

1.55" 0 2.135
1.5 1 2.157

1.5 2 1.194

11.5 3 .664

S| 6



Clean 2 Coats

Fig. 2. Test Specimen for Attenuation
Measurements.

1 2

III I

"2 4
TRANSMISSION DISTANCE IN INCHES

Fig. 3. Response Vs. Distance for Two Coats of Nabelon S.
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In the third set of experiments, several known flaws were tested

with a clean surface and then retested following the painting of the sur-

face with a very thin layer of Nubelon.S. In every there was veryt

little difference in the results between the two tests. It -is considered:.

that it would be impossible for;a large flaw -to go undetected, and it .i

also thought that it would be impossible -for. the paint: tqo seep into an

extremely. fine fatigue ,cr.ack,.- Even i..'•.nthe .'rem6mte P .ossi•biiit'y ,tb6at -the

paint could;"f:il'l a void, there s-till would:,b;e -.a.'strfo'ng ref'lection du'e.

the fact :that the mechaiical ip'4dance of :the 'paint" is 'v'ery n"much.. dfssimi-ý " .".•.'

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. ....... .•. :'.. •.. ... .... •....:... ......-.. ... ; €..... .:... ... .. . . .. ::...• - • .,.. ..lar to that. "of t he, surroundinig stel th er;efore, t-woul-d sti'll :be-a"

discontinuity .whtich .could be easily detected

"In several'.thier .miscel.laneous": :te'sts'sii"c, graticheýs-a'n:"d'df ectsi:n.te.

paintt coatin"g were teste'd, usig ultrason tic f ace. waves,,wfth*'.e..i--nsv

tivfity evelSa normally used .in' testingcompres-'desa ba

st s .,.,found.in.all .cases• that the''t.st:": scratchepin*''thezpaint'',..
surf aces•. was: k - I

' .. . .. . -- -- ". " -------- e------------------

.p'"roduced ':" a scrib e. or sharp:.. instrumenti• pr p, uca d. lectiona.that

could be- det'ec'ted under'ý '.thesei". .no. gain e g

also that generally itis diýfficult to det'ect shal•oih'ii scratche.s J.nthe.

metal, itself uising, 2.25, megacycle •.sur wavc e tspectio..

The question' of: whether:: fati.gu~e crac6kp'...ro'duced afteir the painting'.S"" ~~~~~~~~~. ... "'...'." .':"""'"•'"." ;. .".... ." '€ .': .•" :'" ; ."
will cause the paint to cr•ck*4w4ul'd .be difficult. to'answet'-"w'ithotb*i.suf fi-. '

cient field tests. The fiel'd test would.-be-nece'siry to make 'available"

cracked blades for which the entire service history was known, It, is.

not possible to produce in the laboratory the exact conditions encountered

I.in the operation of a turbojet engine.

However, several other tests were run in which compressor blades

t1 were artificially fatigued by an electromagnetic driver; and in each
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case, the cracks were visible in the paint with the use of a stereo-

I microscope. However, even if the cracks did not come through the paint,

they could still be detected by ultrasonics,' as shown by the previously

mentioned exper.iments.

In .considering all' * ithe tests whi'ich 'have been, run, it must be noted

that, in, e'ach" case ý.the effects of the ndrmally encountered varitables .suchi,.: .'

"as .trarn'sducer,.'c6nt'act 'pressur.e, qtxanttty- and :lqcation'of .the. coupling .;.... ; ..
oil• the fine tune of theipstrument. itself,, the condition.ofthe sur

~1..of .th e .. u

fac4 and ce umerous other.qualities all aye more effecton 'the •qUality..
S. :.f the .reflected.'signal, than doss the addition of one coat of paint...:..

Thrfrit -i's concluded fromths tests%,that.-a thin coa'tingo

Nuben S paint :ors•imilar pin•t will cause no serious diffi cultie4

"".th: the. .tr.asonic su.~ fae°. .wav e.• ing technique currentty unddr'devel-

"- :o•,pmotb a the Non-srutdve TestingvLaboratory at" Oklahoma. State

University.-'

Further tests are goin'g, to be ru.in iihich 'the' difficultdis :ncoun-co .'n'-•ý

": ".teied:in removing the pairit.:wil lbe.explored.. lkoever" t 'this .ime, .it";.
, isthught there should.be no difficulties "in"effectively-.removing' he". _-.

" ' .. paintfrom.the surf.ace,.pibr .'to overh'iu, although ,?t.he'.'ex.i.sfting chemical.

. leaning -solti.onand',processes may not. be adequ*ate." "'At" the..worst t.he..

.: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p s.. UU.uLyLU - , ~.h cenn ystemf.for -these

I
S' ": :""'" '"::" "" "; " ."...",wou i'd be::'thd 1eg'f-aitn:'tf•tution of.: some.'strong tyeb .p en .mover.. "his''is'."

S ' "- .".. '!" .'[ ". "h.. '." ." '-ut 'to be"'o'f:'l'ittle con e u n e 'tth resent t ime.." .: . : '

19
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INTRODUCTION

1The devel'opmentl',and. applicatior. of lt rasronics .to nondetutv

S"' ' '"" " "'" '"'" '''testi'ng-o'�':materials and parts h•s proceeded veryrapidly"in thepast,

few.years. .Standards: have been: deveioped.w.:which are" useful forcomp'ari-
son. and.'evaluation of instruments, ia'nd .Uin some,,.casesj',for etimation

f 0flaw sizes..For..•e most-part,.these.standards have. been developed

for longitudinl wavesý or 'perhaps ina few cases- 'for shear waves;`but

very little work has bedn done with standards for surface weves .

Evaluation' -and comparison of surface wave .trasducers requires appro-.

prieate standards which .are not available' jf..is time. - E.sti.•emat on

of the.flaw sizeo. determinatio of.makxim•m allow.abe flaw.signal.

"/ requf-.: s 'tiandards iompatible with ..the.type ".of waves, being implemented. .
,.The oect of.this tudy is to develop means. of Inspecting com- :1Vje, t+ :6 .ihi6 9 I++;++ +..+ ++: + ' +

.pressor tblade f rom~ jet engines .with ultra'sonic. techniques. Fatigue

".fIlaws6 on the surace. of'the. blade's ,are .firimaryin'teredt which- leads.

"",...quite" natur:ally :to theu'se of. Rayleigh *-Surf ace waves. to .p.erform. te e

. . inspection:" Surface. waye. stadardsbecoe necessay for evaluation'.

and ompAri•o. ofj'speciali•ed t:rd indcers,.and'j.i. aidds in .+the calibra-

"tio'n of 'sensitivity-.'ard'r.jec' .conirol. .ev'els for assembly line testing.

I• The standards istudied iee'r"the hole, the .edge slot, and the variable.

edge angle. Also, experiments were run on several other possible stand-

[ ards systems.

S-12
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I SQU)6ARY AND* CWONLU.SIONS

I. A. tor'oqgh* inivestigation. has* -been made 'of "several types of possible

'sur afce.ýA dav sta dad. Se~versl.--of these. -theaial diameter hole,

the. vaibl- slo'wdth adthe. vaibe ledge angl~e have been the

more. successful.

-h fro thes alse, tefloingt conclusions are made:

.'l' '.T~he variable ýedge- angle standard isi superior.' to all others tested

in- that' the, range' of angle. f rom 10 degrees. to 80 degrees produces

an. extremely. wide range of echo st~rengths.: This standard is easy

to manluf acture and is easy ,to usle.:. It ts. recommended for general

..purpose 'use.

"2. :A second stanrd consisting. of, a small hlie in 'the' blade to be

.-.tested cdan' be used:,when a special purpose. transducer is needed.

A. trndue -shoe'fitting a urved blade would. not, fit the pris-

.matic' .al agle ban ol o etested-by that means. The small

.circul.ar1 hole can: be. normalized-wi~th a- variab le .edge, angle, thus

I using the edge angle. as .:a primary stanidard. and the hole as a sec-

non-dir s4tandard."

[ . The varible width edge slot produces a 'linear variation of echo

[width and could be useful for calibrating a system for larger flaw
indications.

13
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BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

A research group working under the supervision of Dr. R. L. Lowery

ji at Oklahoma State University has been doing research and development

work on procedures for ultrasonic inspection of jet engine components.

ji Primary interest has been in inspection of compressor blades. One

problem which has been encountered is the question of standards. The

Ii development of adequate standards does indeed seem to be prerequisite

to development of successful and practical testing procedures.

During the past few years, a great deal of work has been done in

the field of ultrasonic testing. Several standards have been developed

for longitudinal testing, of which the best known and most frequently

used are the Alcoa Series "A" test blocks. Surface wave testing has

not been used as often as longitudinal testing, and to date there are

no surface wave standards being widely used.

I After a considerable amount of study on the theory of surface waves

and after actually using surface wave techniques for testing parts,

1. certain requirements that a standard must meet to be of benefit can be

i specified.

It is found that there are two general parameters in ultrasonic

Itesting -- those controlled by the operator and those controlled by the

specific inspection problem. These parameters are listed as follows:

L A. Operator Controlled Parameters

1. Equipment selection

!14
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a. Instrument type

[. b. Transducer type (crystal, case and wedge)

2. Operation of Equipment

a. Technique

(1) Coupling method

(2) Scanning procedure

(3) Maximum indication procedure

b. Control Settings

(1) Reject. level

(2) Sensitivity

(3) Delay time

(4) Pulse rate

B. Inspection Controlled Parameters

1. Specimen properties

a. Wave velocity

b. Attenuation

c. Geometry

(1) Transducer size and shape

(2) Transducer type (longitudinal, 'shear:, or. surface)

d. Transducer frequency

e. Surface condition

f. Noise level

2. Flaw properties

a. Transducer type (longitudinal, shear, or surface)

. b. Depth

c. Width

d. Shape

¶ 15
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e. Impedance

I. f. Orientation.

A standard should be designed so as to assist the operator in

adjustinghis control parameters to measure the Inspection Controlled

S..Parameters.'. It should also serve as, a means by which.the operator can

select the pr .oper-equipment. for the inspection problem a -t -hand. For

an.example of".the first, case, if a certain size flaw could be tolerated,

,then the maximum indication of any flaw would be the standards indica-

.... tion corresponding to the flaw specified. In the second case, the

standard must be used as the means by which the.response of: instruments

and transducers can be compared.

The logical type standard would be one which gives proportional

indication amplitudes for different size standard reflectors. As

explained before, a standard must of necessity be a secondary standard

since it would be very difficult to produce a standard flaw. On the

other hand, standards which are made up of reflectors of different

* sizes. could be"t.hought of as an idealized flaw. A slot machined in a

steel plate might , for example, be considered.an idealized flaw. Since

"the. interface would be air, the reflection would be very high. The

" "" relecting ;surface would, be perpendicular to the direction of wave.

" travel so: there wouild be no loss of energy due to angle of incidence

. at an. angle to the reflector',. A.flaw, say a fatigue crack, of the same

'-'size as.a:slbt wou.ld probably give. a lower indication, than the corres-

"ponding ihterfice.which would allow more energy to pass through than

[ * if it had been air alone. Also, the interface of the fatigue crack

would probably be jagged, thus allowing more energy to be deflected

Saway from the transducer. These effects are demonstrated in Figure 1.

16' '0



I Figure 1. Reflection from Regular and Irregular Surfaces.

Some sort of surface wave standards appear to be necessary in
I setting up procedures for ultrasonic testing of compressor blades.

i.Specific reasons can be listed as follows:

(1) testing and comparison of transducers

S~(2) testing and comparison of the pulser-receiver units

(3) analysis of flaws

•i(4) specifying flaw tolerances

S(5) aid in adjusting controls for actual testing.

This last reason points out the demanding need of surface wave

Sstandards to be used in the testing procedures. One of the problems

of surface wave testing of compressor blades is adjusting the sensi-

Stivity and reject level controls to obtain optimum results. These

I1



control settings must allow the operator to detect small flaws and

must also limit the noise level so that noise signals are not confused

with flaw indications any more than necessary.

The desirable characteristics of a surface wave standard include:

1 (1) The signal response should be reproducible to a high degree

of accuracy.

1 (2) It would be preferable for the signal amplitude to vary linearly

with some parameter of the standard.

(3) The standard should be capable of producing very small echo

signals of the same order of magnitude as those arising from

actual small fatigue flaws.

(4) The standard should be compatible with the actual part to be

tested so that a comparison can be made, preferably with the

same transducer.

Several possible surface wave standards have been investigated

during the past year as a part of the development of a procedure for

I ultrasonic testing of compressor blades. A list of the more practical

ideas which have been investigated is given below, and .a detailed dis-

cussion of the results obtained from each possible standard follows.

[ Tentative surface wave standards:

(1) adoption of conventional longitudinal standards.

1(2) variable width flat faced slots.

(3) variable diameter round holes.

(.) variable impedance mismatch.

1 (5) variable damping of a standard echo signal

(6) variable edge angle

(7) standardized flaws in compressor blades identical with those

to be tested.
18



These studies indicated that these types of standards might prove

Ii to be very valuable for ascertaining and testing the capabilities of

ultrasonic testing equipment but would be of no use as surface wave

Ii standards. Various manufacturers of ultrasonic testing equipment were

•I contacted to determine if they had any knowledge of existing su'face

wave standards. These companies agreed there were no existing surface

j wave standards. They also agreed there was considerable need for sur-

face wave standards of some sort.

I.

F
F
I
I
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STANDARDS VELOPMENT

III. Variable Width Flat Faced Slots

SA trial standard was designed and tested which consisted of a

circular steel plate with varying width slots machined along the edge.

I By varying the width of the slots, it was believed that a linear varia-

tion in the ultrasonic indication could be obtained.

The slots were used because: (1) It was believed that the theo-

retical considerations would be simple since the reflectors would con-

sist of a secondary rectangular piston source, and (2) it was believed

that the indication would be directly proportional to themwidth of

the slots. To determine the amounts of energy returned to the trans-

ducer from a slot, a theoretical investigation of the ultrasonic reflec-

tions from a slot must be made.

If the radiation patterns from the rectangular piston source, or

for simplification a line source, were independent of length and fre-

quency, the energy reflected to the transducer should be proportional

I• to the length of the line source. Since the radiation patterns depend

1 upon the length of the reflector and frequency (which determines wave

length in a particular medium), one of the main factors which determine

j the pressure received by the transducer is the radiation pattern effect.

Suppose the width of the piezoelectric crystal is one inch and the

1width of a slot is one-half inch. The maximum radiation the slot could

possibly reflect would be one-half of the total energy sent out by the

transducer. Due to the varying radiation patterns formed by different

20
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Figure 2. Circular Plate with Slots.

i width slots at a given frequency, the energy received by the transducer

will be less than the ideal case.

t The radiation patterns from any source can be approximated by a

number of point sources aligned in the same geometrical shape and of

I. the same phase relationship as the actual radiator. The radiation

i pattern can then be obtained by summing the contributions of each point

source at any angle to an arbitrary axis of radiation. This process

| is sufficient for the main beam of the reflection pattern but is not

I

sufficient for the secondary maximsa since the relative intensity of

S[ the secondary maxims rise& to unity which is the same as for the main
beam. For this reason, the source twst be analyzed as a continuous

line source. At a line sourceq secondary maxi ve of the pattern become

21m



progressively smaller instead of rising to unity. This is due to the

Sfact that for directions other than the normal to the line, all the

radiation from all points can never be in phase; whereas, in the source

consisting of point sources, secondary maxima equal in intensity to the

Sradiation raight ahead appear at angles inclined to the normal when

radiation from all points are in phase. In the case of the continuous

line source, the secondary maxima are much smaller, although not neces-

J sarily so small as to exercise a disturbing influence.

The equation for the relative pressure of the straight line source

is derived by Irving Wolff and Louis Malter (5 ) by taking the equation

for (n) point sources a distance (d) apart and allowing (n) to approach

infinity and (d) to approach zero in such a way that nd - L. Therefore,

the line source is the limiting case. The equation so derived is

sin(!sina)
R- (1)

sina

where R a relative pressure,

I* a angle between the normal (to the line source),

L a length of the line source, and

X a wave length.

The amount of energy intercepted by a slot will be proportional

to its width compared to the width of the beam sent out by the trans-

[ ducer. The slot widths which would be of any value, therefore, would

be those of width equal to or less than the width of the transducer

1t beam. For the ideal case, all the energy intercepted by a slot would

be reflected to the transducer. Because of the radiation patterns as

described by Equation 1, all the energy reflected from the slots will

1 'ý2



I
not be picked up by the transducer. Since the maximum voltage output

F of the transducer will be proportional to the amplitude of the pressure

reflected to the crystal, the effect of the energy being spread over

a large area will reduce the indication.

The average pressure on the face of the crystal must be found to

accurately predict the indication returning from a slot. The intensity

of the reflected wave is proportional to the square of the pressure.

The area under the intensity curve divided into the area that inter-

cepts a slot gives the portion of the total intensity that was incident

on the transducer. The square root of this value is the average pres-

sure incident on the crystal. To find these values, Equation 1 must

be solved for various values of L. To predict the indications, the

following values must be computed:

1. Area under R0 curve for different values of L.

2. Area of R2 curve that intersects the transducer.

3. Ratio of total R2 curve to the part that returns to the

transducer.

14. Portion of total energy from the transducer that intersects

the slot.

The area of the R2 curve represents the total intensity reflected by the
slot. The area of the R2 curve inside the angle that intersects the

Stransducer represents the intensity received by the transducer. This

is shown in Figure 3.

The value obtained from dividing the total area into the inter-

cepted area gives the portion of the total that is received by the

transducer. Since the computations would be long and tedious, a digi-

tal computer was used to compute the needed quantities. The results

are shown in Table 1.
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Once the four values have been computed, the theoretical percentage

[i of the total energy that leaves the transducer and is refldcted back to

[ the transducer can be found as follows:

A - size of slot compared to size of crystal

SB - portion of area of R2 that returns to transducer

C = percentage of total indication

It by knowing A and B

C-AB x 100

TOTAL INTENSITY

INTENSITY INTERCEPTED
BY TRANSDUCER

I. Figure 3. Portion of Intensity Intercepted by Transducer.

|2
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From the values computed, a theoretical curve can be drawn for any

[i set of slot widths. To determine if the radiation patterns are the

main controlling factors in the indications as seen by the transducer,

the theoretical curve should be compared with an experimental curve.

To test the feasibility of using machined slots as a surface wave

testing standard, a theoretical c-drve for transducer indication for

various size slots is needed. The usual size of transducers ranges

between one-fourth inch and one inch. For the reflections to be of

value, they must be smaller than the beam width of crystal. The range

selected to analyze was from 0.03125 to 0.5 of an inch.

For the theoretical consideration, the sizes of the slots started

at 0.03125 inch and went to 0.5 inch in 0.015625-inch increments. To

obtain values for the transducer indications, Equations 1 and 2 must

be solved for each slot width. Equation 1 was solved for the area of

R2 for each slot width and for various frequency transducers with a

digital computer. To compute the value of A in Equation 2, the

transducer beam width was divided into the slot width. The value B

in Equation 2 was found by dividing the total area of the R curve

into the area of R2 that intercept4: the receiver crystal and taking

the square root of this value. The value of C in Equation 2 was

found by multiplying A by B. This gives the portion of the total

pressure response that is returned to the transducer. The following

is a sample calculation:

Slot width - .3125 inch

Transducer frequency - 2.25 mc Transducer width - 1 inch

Portion of R intercepted by transducer - 120

A n .3125 1 = .3125 B (by computer) (.89608937)*u .9475

II 25
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C * AB - .3125 x .9475 - .296 - 29.6%.

•I The results of these computations are shown in Table I and Figure 4.

Also shown in the figure is the curve that would be obtained neglect-

ing the radiation pattern.

[ It can be seen from the figure that the curves become more linear

for higher crystal frequencies. Also the reflection becomes more

I directional for high frequencies. The reflection from a .265625-inch

[slot at 5 mc should give the same indication as a .28125-inch slot at

2.25 mc, or the same indication as a .375-inch slot at 1.0 mc. If the

Li transducer were located closer to the slots, the curves would lie

closer to the linear curve which is independent of frequency. If it

were located further from the slots, it would intercept a smaller portion

of the intensity curve, and the curves would lie further from the linear

curve.

From these curves, it is evident that slots could be used as a

testing standard. To see if experimental values are the same as the

theoretical values, slots of different widths were machined in a steel

plate.

The transducer used to test the plate was a 2.25 mc 1-inch by

1 0.5-inch transducer. The crystal width was one inch, but the b~am

width was measured and was found to be 0.6 inch. The transducer was

placed so it would intercept a twelve degree arc of the radiation

pattern. A Magnaflux ultrasonic testing instrument (shown in Figure 5)

was used to take the data. Indications were read in centimeters. The

actual portion of the total energy sent out by the transducer that was

reflected to the transducer was found by dividing the indication of the

' •total reflection from a boundary into the indication received from the

26
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TABLE I

THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS FROM SLOTS

(Transducer Width = 1 inch)

Percent of Total Reflection
Slot Width (in.) Transducer Frequency

1. mc 2.25 mc 5 me

.031250 .921 1.17 1.79

.046875 1.492 2.25 3.255

.062500 2.21 3.44 4.82

.078125 3.20 4.69 6.50

.093750 4.18 6.16 8.27

.109375 5.39 7.71 10.00

.125000 6.60 9.23 11.69

.140625 7.78 10.91 13.30

.156250 8.97 12.65 14.94

.171875 10.41 14.25 16.44

.187500 11.60 16.01 17.95

.203125 13.10 17.80 19.45

.218750 14.70 19.83 20.95

.234375 16.29 21.20 22.50

.250000 17.79 22.95 24.1

.265625 19.25 24.60 25.7

.281 250 20.75 26.25 27.3
.296875 22.4 28.00 28.9
.312500 24.1 29.62 30.6
.328125 25.9 31.15 32.1
.343750 27.6 32.60 33.5
.359375 29.5 34.30 35.3
.375000 30.9 35.80 36.81 .390625 32.6 37.50 38.3
.406250 34.3 39.00 39.8
.421875 36.1 40.40 41.4
.437500 38.o 4.90 43.0
".453125 39.7 43.40 44.5
.468750 41.4 44.75 46.1
.484375 43.0 46.40 47.6
.500000 44.6 48.00 49.2

jI 27
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F
slots. The theoretical percentage was computed as mentioned before.

j The data obtained are found in Table II. These data are plotted in

Fig. 6. It is seen that the theoretical values and the experimental

•I values agree within a few per cent.

The main difficulty in obtaining data from these slots was in

getting the maximum indication possible. One of the factors that con-

ji tributed to this problem was the fact that the transducer had to be

placed so that the maximum intensity portion of the beam had to be

Iincident on the slot while at the same time the crystal had to be per-

fectly parallel to the slot. Another main factor in this problem was

the different indications that could be obtained with different oil

film thicknesses under the transducer. If any air were between the

transducer and the plate, that portion of the surface wave would not

reach the crystal. If too much oil were used, the oil would damp out

a portion of the surface wave before it reached the crystal, or it

would reflect a portion of the returning wave. The first plate tried

1 was a square steel plate with slots machined along the edges. It was

very difficult to obtain data from this plate because the transducer

was difficult to position. The circular plate proved to be better than

the square one because positioning was achieved by varying only one

coordinate. The best results were obtained when the portion of the

plate over which the transducer would be moved was coated with a thin

film of oil. The transducer was then placed on the plate and a weight

[ was set on the transducer to keep a constant pressure applied to it.

The transducer was moved by sliding it a short distance around the

small radius of the center hole.

30
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[ TABLE II

THEORETICAL AND EXPEINMUTAL REFLMTIONS FROM SLOTS

(Transducer Width = 0.6 inch)

[ (Transducer Frequency = 2.25 mc)

Slot Width (in.) Percent of Total Reflection

Theoretical Experimental

.031250 1.95 3.64

.046875 3.75 4.55

.062500 5.74 5.06

.081250 7.80 6.57

.093750 10.27 9.1

.109375 12.85 11.4

.125000 15.38 14.0

.140625 18.20 17.1

.15625 21.05 19.5

.171875 23.75 20.4
.187500 26.70 25.7
.203125 29.7 30.6
.218750 33.1 33.7
.234375 35.4 33.7
.250000 38.3 37.8
.265625 41.0 41.9
.281250 43.8 44.5
.296875 46.7 45.3
.312500 49.4 48.2
.328125 51.9 50.0
".343750 54.4 54.2
.339375 57.2 56.8
.375000 59.7 58.6
.437500 69.7 65.4
.468750 74.5 66.5
.500000 80.0 63.5

3
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To conclude the discussion of variable width slots as a possible

standard, a listing of the advantages and disadvantages of the slots

is in order. The construction of a circular steel plate with slots

I machined along the edges is simple to construct and reproduce accurately.

[ The only variation that could occur using the same type of material

would be in the machining tolerances. It cannot be said that this

standard is easy to use. A wide variation of indications can be ob-

tained by using slightly different methods of peaking procedure.

SAfter working with surface wave techniques, it has been found that

they are very sensitive to many variables. For this reason, it would

be expected that a surface wave standard would be more difficult to

use than a longitudinal wave standard.

From the theoretical curve, it was noted that the curve became

more nonlinear as the frequency of the transducer decreased. If the

slots were to be used as a standard, a standard curve would have to be

drawn for each frequency. Although the curves were all constantly

creasing with the slot width, the decrease was not the same for each

frequency.

It has been stated that a standard should be used for specifying

Sflaw tolerances, for comparing transducers and test machines, and to

check wear or stability of transducers. The question is how the stand-

ard developed can be used to perform these tasks.

Probably the main use of the standard would be to set the reject

IIlevel on the instrument. Once the maximum size flaw permissible is

stated, the standard slot corresponding to this size flaw would be

found; and with the instrument receiving the indication from the slot,

SI the reject level could be set. Any part, in which a flaw gave an

I3-3
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indication equal to the standards indication, would be rejected. If

at any time the operator wanted to check his instrument, it would be

a simple matter to check the instrument on the standard slot.

I.The slots can be used to compare transducers by measuring the

f beam width, by measuring the sensitivity and resolution, and by testing

the signal to noise ratio. For comparing test instruments, they could

[ be used to test the linearity of the receiver amplifier, to test the

linearity of the controls, and to check the signal to noise ratio using

Ii the same transducer on different instruments.

To check the wear or stability of a transducer, the new transducer

would be tested on a specific instrument and a standard slot. The con-

trol settings of the instrument and the test slot would be recorded.

If at any time, the transducer was suspected of being defective because

of loss of resolution power or wear, it would be checked using the data

previously taken on it. The same type of test could be done on a testing

instrument. In general, it seems that a standard of varying size slots

is promising.

III. Variable Interface Impedance

Since it seems that the radiation pattern effect is a main factor

in analyzing a standard, it would be advantageous to develop a standard

which would give the same indication independent of frequency. It

would be advantageous to developed a standard which would not depend

I upon different size reflectors. This would greatly reduce the maximum

indication problem. One way of doing this would be to change the

impedance match at the interface instead of changing the size of the

reflector. By using a plane interface of greater width than the trans-

ducer beam width being used, and by changing the interface from steel

I'r
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to air, which caused one hundred per cent reflection to something

between the air and steel, the indications received would be independent

of frequency and reflector width. By using several materials at the

I- reflecting boundary, the desired type of curve could be achieved.

One disadvantage of this standard is the difficulty of obtaining

empirical results within a narrow tolerance. The peaking procedure is

very critical. The amount of couplant oil beneath the transducer and

the metal surface condition between the transducer and the slot have

great effects on results. The amount of pressure on the transducer

and the amount of couplant oil are variables which are particularly

difficult to control. Good experimental results, as shown in the curves

presented earlier, are obtainable only by taking averages of several

readings. Individual readings may often vary by ten per cent or more.

When a particular inspection problem involves detecting very small

flaws, it will probably not be possible to obtain echo indications

from slots which are of the same order of magnitude as echoes from

[ small flaws. It is thought that this problem arises principally from

the machining problem of producing flat faced slots of very small width.

III. Variable Diameter Round Holes

[ Another possible standard, consisting of holes of variable diameter

drilled in a flat steel plate was evaluated. Holes of small diameter

are much easier to produce accurately than very narrow slots. It was

also hoped that the holes would produce weaker echo signals than a slot

with width corresponding to hole diameter because of the predictable

scattering effects produced by curvature.

Obtaining consistently reproducible data from the round holes

proved to be even more difficult than with the slots. Variation in

It '5



couplant conditions, variation of the amount of pressure on the trans-

ducer, and the procedure used for peaking, again proved to be critical

paraneters. Individual readings seeed to be distributed about a mean

-_ value with about fifteen per cent variation. By taking averages of

a fairly large number of readings, it was possible to obtain a fairly

reproducible curve. Data were taken using the Branson Sonoray unit

and the Magneflux unit. Although the curves obtained from data taken

on the different machines are not identical, they are very similar.

Plots of average data obtained using the Magnaflux and the Branson

units are given in Fig. 8. Fig. 7 is a photograph of t4e circular

plate containing the test holes with the transducer used for the testing.

i

Fl
6

I Fig. 7. Circular Plate with Holes.
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[
At first glance, the data presented seem to be a hopelessly erratic

collection or random points. It can be seen at once that the response

echoes are not a linear function of diameter or even a monotomically

[i increasing function of diameter. However, if the data points can be

[i fitted to a theoretical or empirical curve; then it might be possible

to judiciously select diameters so as to produce a standard for which

response would be monotomically increasing with diameter. Fig. 9 illus-

trates how this procedure might be applied.

Looking back at Fig. 8, it can be seen that maxima and minima of

the empirical data occur at multiples of the wave length. The wave

length for Rayleigh surface waves of 2.25 mc in steel lies in the range

of .048 to .050 inches. This periodic relation of echo amplitude with

hole diameter indicates that interference phenomena may be the mechanism

principally responsible for the oscillatory nature of the curve.

If the interference phenomenon is assumed to be the dominant

mechanism influencing the response curve, a semi-theoretical curve can

J be developed as described in the following paragraphs.

The hole is assumed to be made up of a large number of incremental

IIelements acting as sources of reflected radiation, as shown in Figure 10.

j Several assumptions might be made as to how reflection t~kes place at

the incremental elements.

Case (1) Assume a perfect reflector -- any incident radiation

which does not strike the surface perpendicularly will not be reflected

[ back to the transducer.

Ii Case (2) Assude perfect absorption and reradiation.

Case (3) The actual case will be somewhere between cases (1) and

S(2). One possible assumption might be that absorption and consequent

jI '38
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reradiation is proportional to the cosine of ). The strength of an

incremental source then becomes n - rdQ coB 29n. Many assumptions

similar to this one are possible.

SCase (4) The assumption which has yielded results that are the

most compatible with the experimental data to date is Case (2) with

the additive factor proportional to diameter.

LMaking the assumption of perfect absorption and reradiation, the

strength of elemental sources distributed around the half circumference

[ facing the direction of source radiation is seen to be

[i An - C (rcosede)1

where the amplitude of vibrations is assumed proportional to the square

root of intensity.

The equation of propagation of Rayleigh surface waves is

A a Acos(pt + fx).

For increments of Ax and At, this equation becomes

A a Acos~p(t+At) + f(x+Ax)]

Which can be written as

A a Acos(pt+fx)cos(pat+fx) - Sin(pt+fx)sin(pAt+fAx).

k This can be written

A w A(cosotcose - sinosinP)

"where o - pt + fx and 0 - pAt + f~x.

The total amplitude is given by the sum of the contributions of

the individual elements.

tAmp - (AcosacosOnAnSinasinn)

- E A sinO+
ThI " is tnfin(c n + a)'

I +The angle * is of no consequence and may be omitted so that

ii it



Amp =E A sinn
nfn n

The angle 0 may be evaluated as follows:

S[ = pAt + fAx
2T•c 2rr

with p =--c fm=I-

where c is the velocity of propagation and X is the wave length.

7- Setting Ax n cAt leads to pAt - fAx or

= 2fAx.

I Ax can be evaluated from Fig. 10 as D(l-cosq).

Making this substitution leads to the result,

Amp - nAns in[-r (1-cosen)].

The above presented results can be used to obtain a curve which

fits the actual data with a fair degree of accuracy. A digital com-

puter was used in making the summation indicated above. The curve

I. plotted in Fig. 9 is

- y W C(, Ansin[ (1-cosOn)] + C2 D

n n xI

where C1 and C2 are constants chosen to obtain a good curve. Obviously,

if this investigation were to be carried any further it would be

L desirable to obtain a plot of response versus hole diameter for very

small increments of diameter. There should be no large gaps wherein

IIthe curve is not defined by actual data points. Although the research

would be interesting and probably yield fruitful results, it was decided

that the difficulty in constructing this standard outweighs its use-

I fulness.
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IV. Variable Damping of a Standard Echo Signal

Since Rayleigh waves travel along the surface of the material,

they are very easily damped. Damping can be produced by applying a

[pweight to some sort of resilient pad placed between the transducer and

[ the echo source. Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 11. Pressure

on the pad can be applied in several ways. The most obvious methods

seemed to be use of ordinary weights or a mercury column.

Experimentation verified that it was possible to obtain a varying

I signal by this procedure, but that control conditions were very diffi-

"[ cult to maintain. Individual data points were again very erratic, but

it was possible to obtain a monotomic curve of echo amplitude v'ersus

applied damping force.

variable wolofb

aboorbent pad

edge preducinl tile
aba Siegnel

I
I Fig. 11. Variable Damping Standard.

V. Variable Edge Angle

In many experimental sessions in the laboratory, it has been

noted that the condition of the edges of a discontinuity has more

effect on the magnitude of the reflection than possibly any other con-

ii [sideration. For example, compressor blades having large nicks and
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dents caused by the ingestion of foreign objects into the engine often

produce small reflections in comparison with small fatigue cracks.

Also, on some laboratory specimens, it is possible to send a surface

wave around at least two corners of a block if the edges are slightly

rounded.

This led to the belief that the variation of the angle at the

edge of a plate might be used as a standard. An investigation reported

by Knopff and Tangi in Geophysics, December 1960, gives a theoretical

correlation of the reflected and transmitted energy of a variable angle

"wedge. Also, de Bremaecker, Geophysics, 1958, deals with the trans-

mission and reflection of Rayleigh waves around corners.

The experimental standards were first made by milling faces of

varying angle around the periphery of a mild steel round plate, one-

L. half inch in thickness and about 14 inches in diameter as shown in

[ Fig. 12. Since this plate later proved to be unwieldy, another set of

standards was made by milling the angled faces on 1" x 2" bar stock

Las shown in Fig. 13. In this way, a single bar will give four readings.

Several methods of taking data from these blocks were tried. It

I was found, generally, that the most reproducible results were produced

by manually positioning the block until the reflection from the edge

peaked at a preset location on the time axis of the screen. As in

all other methods, extreme care was taken to remove excess oil from the

path of the transducer since this can damp a considerable amount of

energy.

Fig. 14 is a plot of reflection amplitude, in decibels, as meas-

ured by a Krautkramer USIP-10 instrument, using a barium titanate 2.25

mc transducer. The two curves, representing two different tests, were

I'
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obtained by adjusting the calibrated gain control until the reflection

was centered around "ODB" on the screen, and then reaching the gain

level.

There is little variation between these two successive tests.

Measurements made on other machines show the same trend and, in general,

prove that the readings are reproducible. The reflection is a maximum

Il at 800 and drops off at 900 as predicted by Knopff and Tangi.

Figs. 15 and 16 are plots of linear reflection response for two

different ranges of angles. Each curve represents an average of many

tests. The measurements were taken directly from the screen without

adjusting the gain during a given test.

A point of interest is that if the gain is adjusted to give full

scale deflection for the 80 degree edge angle, the reflection from the

angles below 30 degrees is difficult to discriminate from the noise

level in most pulse-echo systems. Similarly, if the reflection for

the 30 degree edge is adjusted for full scale deflection the signals

for angles below 10 degrees are difficult to measure. The reflections

from the angles below 10 degrees are comparable with those of extremely

SJfine fatigue cracks in .410 stainless steel.

Thus, at 80 degrees, virtually all the energy is reflected; and

at 5 degrees, almost none is reflected. Almost any surface flaw could

be compared with an angle in this range.

Experiments run at 1, 2.25, and 5 megacycles prove that the edge

I angle standard is not frequency dependent in this range. Therefore,

I this standard could be used for all common transducers.

S48
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VI. Secondary Standards for Compressor Blades

- kWhen use is made of specialized transducers, it is necessary to

( have a standard which is identical in physical configuration with the

object to be tested., The need for this type of standard has been

demonstrated in the development work with specialized transducers for

testing of compressor blades. It is apparent that standards to be

used with these transducers should be fashioned from compressor blades

ti identical with those to be tested. In some of the work done to date,

blades with small cracks have been used as guides for setting up the
I

instrument. Since it would be very difficult to produce cracks which

are similar enough to be used as a standard, small diameter round holes

have again come forward as possible standards. The work which was done

previously with round holes has made it possible to predict what size

hole will produce echo signals of minimum strength. Also, the round

hole can probably be correlated with other standards such as the vari-

able edge angle and variable slot width.
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I INTRODUCTION

I- The nondestructive inspection of compressor blades in jet engines

during overhaul and periodic maintenance periods has narrowed mainly

to two methods: fluorescent penetrants and ultrasonic inspection

[i utilizing the pulse-echo technique.

The first attempts to introduce ultrasonic inspection of qompressor

rotor blades by means of surface waves were made in France in 1954.

In Holland, Dr. J. Schijve (1)1, of the National Aeronautical Research

Institute in Amsterdam, had worked systematically to develop reliable

and efficient probes and methods of inspection for field application.

J. G. Rasmussen (2) of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has done

considerable work in this field, both here in the United States, and

for the Royal Danish Air Force of Denmark.

The principle of pulse-echo ultrasonic inspection is analogous

to that used in radar. However, acoustic wave pulses are used in ultra-

sonic inspection as opposed to electromagnetic pulses used in radar.

I At a certain frequency of repetition, the ultrasonic apparatus generates

electric pulses to a piezoelectric crystal made from quartz, barium

1. titanate, or an equivalent crystal substance which causes the element

to vibrate at its natural frequency. These vibrations are transmitted

directly to the material being tested. The transducers are coupled by

1 Refers to Selected Bibliography for this section.
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an oil or similar liquid placed between probe and specimen which allows

Ii the sound waves to be transmitted to the specimen. The coupling block

or transducer adapter has to be constructed in such a manner, that

1. after the sound passes through it, the sound waves must enter the speci-

men as surface waves. These surface waves propagate in the material

until they reach a boundary condition, at which point, a portion of

the ultrasonic energy is reflected back to the transducer. The reflected

energy is detected, suitably amplified, and displayed on a cathode ray

tube.

Surface wave transducers are commercially produced in various

sizes and frequencies, ranging from 400 kilocycles to 10 megacycles.

This report concerns:

(1) The application of ultrasonic surface waves to detect flaws

in the blades of J-71, J-79, and J-35 compressors;

(2) The design and construction of suitable transducer adapters

to fit the first four stages of the compressors; and

1 (3) The results thus far obtained from their use.

I[
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I. Many types of surface wave systems were designed, tested, and

evaluated for the inspection of compressor blades of the J-35, J-7l,

and J-79 turbojet engines. At the present time, Table 1 presents the

most suitable transducer system of all evaluated. It is probable these

systems will be improved and further modified after a sufficient back-

1 log of field testing experience has been gained. Table II is an evalu-

ation of the main types of transducers with respect to demands on

operator skill and ease of use.

TABLE I

Transducers & Adapters Used Adapter Best Suited
Compressor Type in Ultrasonic Inspection for Inspection

1. Miniature surface wave
transducer Clamp-on Stationary

J-35 2. Clamp-on Stationary- typeI.type adapter

1. Miniature surface wave
transducer

J-71 2. Clamp-on movable-type Clamp-on movable type
transducer

3. Clamp-on pivot-type

I adapter

1. Miniature surface wave
transducer

J-79 2. Clamp-on movable-type Clamp-on movable type
transducer3. Clamp-on pivot-type

I adapter
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Evaluation of Testing to Date

Type of Adapter Investigated Advantages Disadvantages

1. Miniature Surface Wave 1. Scanning 1. Transducer pressure
Transducer Ability varies with operator

2. One trans- 2. Back reflection is
ducer can not stationary due
be used to to operator's in-
inspect ability to place trans-
many stages. ducer in same location

each time.
3. Easily

calibrated 3. More experience is
required by the opera-
tor due to factors in

j- (1) and (2) above.

2. Clamp-on Pivot-type 1. Scanning 1. Difficult to build
Adapter Ability

2. Back reflection
2. Easy to changes as transducer

calibrate scans.

3. Clamp-on Stationary 1. Fixed trans- 1. Limited coverage de-
Type Transducer ducer elimi- pending upon size of

nates varia- transducer.
tions in
pressure and 2. Critical angle for
alignment, surface wave is only

achieved at one point.

3. Requires secondary
standardization.

4. Clamp-on Movable 1. Provides 1. Some pressure variation
(Sliding) Transducer good scan-I ning ability. 2. Oil coupling requires

renewing between trans-
ducer and adapter.

3. Critical angle is only
met at one point.

4. Requires secondary
calibration.

5. Clamp-on Adapter with 1. Eliminates 1. Critical angle is met
two fixed Transducers pressure and at only one position
providing full coverage oil problems. on adapter.

2. Ease of con- 2. Requires secondary
struction calibration

3. Provides
good coverage.
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I DESIGN OF TRANSDUCER FIXTURES

After an extensive investigation of the feasibility of testing

compressor blades with the standard miniature surface wave transducers,

the following problems were encountered:

(1) It is difficult to place the surface wave transducer in an

identical position on each succeeding compressor blade

tested. Since the transducer is not always placed in an

identical position on the blade, the amplitude of the reflected

signal can changethus making the interpretation of the sig-

nal on the flaw detector screen difficult. The conditions

mentioned above require continuous adjustment of the sweep

L. control.

(2) The force applied by the operator to the transducer in order

to maintain coupling between the transducer and the blade

[can vary with operators and with blades. The variable coup-

ling condition results in amplitude fluctuation of the signal

Son the flaw detector screen, and this condition also makes

relative flaw size interpretation impossible. The conditions

mentioned cause the operator to adjust the gain setting on

I the flaw detector continually.

(3) Duplication of results between dLfferent operators was poor

Sdue largely to factors mentioned in (1) and (2).



[
The laboratory inspection of compressor blades can easily be done

Sby experienced investigators. However, the inspection of many engines

on an assembly line basis would present difficulties if the test sys-

I tem used was of the specialized type used in the laboratory. There-

ji fore, the studies covered in this report are intended to help provide

a system of ultrasonic inspection suitable for use on the assembly line

or in the field, by semi-skilled operators.

Some basic studies concerning the principle of pure surface waves had

I to be made before adapters could be designed for the inspection of the

complex shaped compressor blades.

According to Snell's Law:

sing sinat (See Fig. 1) (1)
cl ctt

4nima, ns of Incidence

Longitudina 't*sngl of rofroetlcs
Wave a , Eveloity of Neident

co svoiooity of refrooted
"*AIoW wove

crlftoa
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As indicated in Fig. 1, if the critical angle is achieved, pure

I surface waves will be generated in the second medium. If pure surface

waves are required, ct must be equal to 90* and Equation I will reduce

I to:
CtI.3

Since sinc1 : 1, then from (1-a) it is obvious that

c k c (1-b)

Ii in order to generate pure surface waves in the second medium. This

implies that the speed of propagation in the material being tested

must be greater than the speed of wave propagation in the transducer

block. To satisfy the requirement in 1-b, an acrylic plastic material,

known as PLEXIGLASS, was chosen. The coupling block was formed from

the acrylic plastic. All the compressor blades under test were of type

410 stainless steel which has a speed of wave propagation of about

3,200 meters per second. The speed of propagation for the acrylic

plastic was 2,680 meters per second (3). The calculated theoretical

angle (wi) is found from Equation 1-a.

1 = -- 2860sm/sec - sin" 0.835 0

3200m/sec

C1 570.

This angle (Ci), however, is not the actual angle used in the

[ probe development. Due to certain diffusions of the ultrasonic wave

beam, the size and shape of the crystal, and certain other factors

S[I (see reference 2), the angle of incidence sometimes must be increased

to an angle greater than the calculated value of 57'. This value was

1 6o



determined experimentally by using a variable-angle transducer. (Fig. 2)

which has the transducer block constructed of the same acrylic plastic

material as was being investigated (4).

Variable Angle Transducer Holders

D :

Figure 2. Transmitter- Receiver Setup

To determine the angle a experimentally, a stainless steel plate

I was selected; and the stainless steel chosen was an alloy similar to

I the material from which the compressor blades were manufactured. Two

variable-angle transducers were used as is shown in Fig. 2. Both

transducers used have P.25 megacycle crystals. One transducer was

used as a transmitter and the other was used as a receiver. The trans-

I ducers were placed at a preset distance from one another on the plate.

This distancr! was chosen as either 6. 8, or 10 inches as these dis-

tances roughly correspond to the lengths of the compressor blades.

The transmitting angle was varied from 550 through 750 while readings



I

were taken from the receiver. The amplitude of the received signals

I was read from the scope of the flaw detector, and these amplitudes

were then normalized on the maximum signal amplitude. The results

were plotted in Fig. 3. From the curves on Fig. 3, the critical angle

was determined to be 66'.

1.0 i ;

1 1D-

4

1 .3

0 1.
t 59 63 G? 71 70

TRANSMITTING ANGLE (e)

[ Figure 5. Effect of Angle on SigelV Amplitude
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[
After the angle a. had been determined experimentally for an

I. adapter which is made from acrylic plastic, consideration had to be

given to the geometry of the compressor blades. From previous work

done in this field, experience has shown that flaws appearing in the

compressor blades occurred predominately in the first four stages,

and in the areas indicated by Fig. 4 (1, 2). Designing an adapter or

probe to cover up a portion of the blade near the tip, therefore, would

not hamper the crack detection efficiency since the flaws were not

occurring at this location.

l " i

C

1 Transvers
I Cracks

Me Radio$

I
SI FigrWe 4. NomNOl o0e of fotwi6t Of weeks
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Several factors had to be considered before arriving at one par-

ticular design:

(1) An adapter would have to be constructed to contact the blade

surface uniformly so that the ultrasonic wave could be pro-

pagated into the blade and any reflections could thus be

returned or received.

Ii (2) Ease of removal from one blade and subsequent ease of attach-

ment to the next blade had to be an essential condition of

the adapter. This condition also led to elimination of all

unnecessary tools, equipment, and associated equipment

required.

(3) The time required for movement of the adapter from one blade

to another should be accomplished with a minimum amount of

delay.

Obviously, the adapter needed to be a clamp-on type device to

standardize some phases of the testing and to eliminate problems dis-

cussed previously. The geometry of the blades was complicated in that

the blade surface was curved in two directions. The double-curvature

of the blade surface eliminated simple milling processes to form the

adapter. Thus, the adapter had to be shaped to fit the blade by either

a process of (heat and pressure) plastic forming, or a process of cast-

ing the plastic to shape.

Of the designs under consideration, Figs. 5 and 6 show the designs

given the most consideration. The adapter shown in Fig. 5 is an

adaptation of a design by J. G. Rasmussen (2), which has functioned

very well in his applications to certain compressor sections of Jet

engines. The design of Fig. 6 was a "clothes-pin" type arrangement
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and at this time is the type finally settled upon for our testing pro-

cedures. Note that in order to fulfill factor one in the above con-

siderations, the adapters had to fit the complicated curvature of the

blades.

6
I
I.

I.

II
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I CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSWCER FIXTURES

j The construction of the adapters for the first four stages of

compressor blades involved a repeated forming process. The basic

forming process consisted of:

(1) heating the acrylic plastic into its thermoplastic range,

(2) applying pressure to shape the plastic,

1 (3) allowing the plastic to cool so that the temperature is lower

than the thermoplastic temperature, and

(4) handworking to ready the plastic for additional plastic

deformation.

The actual formation of the adapters was specifically done as

1 follows. Blocks of one-inch thick plastic were cut to the approxi-

mate dimensions required. The two blocks, one on each side of the

blade tip, were then damped in a spring-loaded clamp, and the entire

assembly placed in an oven. Experimentation showed that a temperature

of 380*F for a period of 45 minutes gave the plastic the necessary

I plastic workability; shorter periods at higher temperatures proved

detrimental to both the springs in the clamp and the plastic block.

No advantage was gained by using lower temperatures. The blocks were

formed in three stages. Fig. 7 shows the deformation of the plastic

after each of the three forming stages.

[ After the assembly had been in the oven for 45 minutes, it was

removed, placed in a vise, and force applied to deform the plastic

3| 68
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such that it would conform to the shape of the blade. After a 30

minute cooling period, during which the plastic acquired a permanent

set, the plastic blocks were filed in such a manner as to allow the

blocks (when formed the second and third time in the ovens) to conform

completely to the complex surface shape of the blade and to fit prop-

erly in the corners and along the edges of the blade.

After completion of the handwork, the procedure was repeated a

second and third time. After the third run through the oven, no more

handwork was necessary; and the blocks were then machined precisely

1. to form the 660 angle and also to form the final dimensions. After

k forming, the external surface of the adapter block remained almost

parallel with the direction of the centerline of the blade (see Fig. 8).

Since the angle of incidence from the plane surface of the transducer

to the complex blade surface varied, the average value determined

I.approximately by the direction of the centerline of the blade was used

I as the reference for the angle a,.
K

For this reason, the 660 angle required for the transducer was

machined relative to the exterior surface. This assumption makes a
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tgood approximation to an aegeangle of incidence of 66o to the blade.

Fig. 3 shows that the angle incident to the material being tested could

1 deviate as much as * 3 degrees and still maintain 70 per cent of maxi-

mum energy transfer to the blade.

After the plastic blocks were milled to the proper size, and the

critical angle was milled to the proper value, aluminum parts were then

assembled with a stiff spring to give the adapter a suitable amount ofbd
d surface contact pssure Previous adapters were built with serrations-

milled in the top and ends of the adapter to attenuate reflection sig-

nals within the plastic block. Other methods that have been tested on

rattenuating the signal in the blocks used an external damping mass (2).

The addition of a mass with a low acoustical impedance will eliminate

jmost of the signals reflecting from the plastic adapters. However, in

this application of the ultrasonic technique, the elimination of these

signals was unnecessary because the reflections were easily identified

[ and did not interfere with the analysis of the blade.
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IEVALUATION OF TRANSWCER SYSTEMS

A J-79 Transducer

The evaluation of the J-79 fixtures at this point has consisted

entirely of laboratory testing. In the near future, these transducer

I. adapters will be subjected to an actual environment of assembly line

and overhaul operations. These evaluation results were compiled from

difficulties and other factors that arose when different operators

attempted to use the transducers for inspection of the J-79 compressor

blades. Using the original design shown in Fig. 6, the adapter was

placed on a blade with five small holes (.050" diameter) drilled as

shown in Fig. 9.

j

S.~H E $ .050'vil

I

[

[
16 UR r 9. TEST LKDIE %T-79
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Scope picture gave an indication similar to Fig. 10 as shown

ji below.

Es°a 0

FIGURE 10. SCREEN PICTURE

It was learned from this trace (Fig. 10) that hole A as shown in

jjFig. 9 was not being detected. It was found that hole A was being

detected, but the signal was so weak that it could be concluded that

I the zone shown in dotted lines (Fig. 9) was nearly a dead area. This

caused concern due to the fact that a stationary transducer attached

at the end had a directed beam and might not adequately sweep the

entire surface of the J-79 compressor blade.

A modification was performed to the existing adapter and resulted

in the apparatus shown in Fig. 11.

Using the same blade with the five holes drilled (Fig. 9), the

modified adapter was used and the following were observed:

1 (1) The movable transducer located at the rear of adapter produced
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a directed beam as was expected.

(2) By moving the transducer, it was observed that the areas

directly in front of transducer were having the strongest

energy reflection.

(3) By slowly traversing from one side of the adapter to the

other., with the straight beam transducer, the operator can

detect any flaws appearing in the blade perpendicular to the

path of the beam.

t (4) By changing to a movable transducer, certain variables that

were originally part of the problems encountered were again

being introduced; these being

(a) Back reflections on the screen will move while the trans-

ducer is being traversed on the adapter due to the sloping

platform of the blade.

(b) Pressure can vary somewhat on applying the sliding trans-

ducer to the adapter.

Notwithstanding the varibles introduced by the sliding transducer,

this is the best adapter developed at present for the J-79 compressor.

B. J-35 Transducer

The J-35 transducer adapter as shown in Fig. 12 has had somewhat

more extensive testing than the other two adapters (J-79, J-71). Only

the first stage of the J-35 compressor was tested primarily because

of the availability of the blades. However, since these blades were

somewhat smaller than the other compressors that were tested, if the

adapter worked satisfactorily for the first stage, there would be no

problem on the succeeding stages, as the smaller blades were much

easier to test.
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Sixty J-35 compressor blades with flaws were tested with the

adapter and then were compared to the results from testing with the

miniature surface wave transducer and with Zyglo dye penetrant.

The miniature surface wave transducer worked very well on the

•I J-35 blades. The only objection, again, is:

(1) The operator must have a certain degree of competence and
r. experience.

(2) The pressure and position of the transducer on the blade will

t- be variable factors, depending upon the operator.

J The adapters for the J-35 compressor have only been made for the

first stage, due mainly to the availability of the blades.

It was learned from testing of the first stage blades that the

clamp-on stationary type transducer would function properly provided

the following are observed:

(1) Oil Coupling -- A good film of oil must be applied between

"adapter and blade.

(2) Transducer Size -- A transducer with sufficient width must be

used to allow complete coverage of the blade from trailing

I edge to leading edge.

(3) Frequency of Transducer -- A 5.0 megacycle transducer func-

tions better than a 2.25 megacycle for the J-35 compressor

Sblades. The blades are shorter than those of the correspond-

ing stages of the J-79, and less range is required of the

I transducer.
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i. APPENDIX I

1. The following figures illustrate designs and application to blades

that were investigated:

Fig. 13. Overhead View of Pivot Type Adapter

Fig. 14. J-35 Clamp-on Stationary Type Adapter

Fig. 15. Clamp-on Adapter, Utilizing Straight-beam Movable Transducer
for Third State J-79 Compressor.

Fig. 16. Small Aluminum Adapter with Positioning Stop Utilizing
Miniature Surface Wave Transducer

Fig. 17. J-35 Adapter with Serrations Milled in Plastic Block

Fig. 18. Adapter on J-79 Blade Utilizing Sending and Receiving
Technique

Fig. 19. Adapter on J-79 Blade Utilizing Dual Sending Transducers

Fig. 20. Clamp-on Adapter for J-71 Utilizing Straight Beam Movable
Transducer

1. Fig. 21. Testing of J-79 Compressor Utilizing Transducer Adapter.
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I INTRODUCTION

I The question of how an elastic wave behaves near a free boundary

originated from a proposed method of measuring surface fatigue flaw

depth by using a shear wave beam aimed near the surface. The shear

Ii wave would be aimed so as to skim very close under the surface of the

material and reflect when it struck a fatigue flaw as shown in Fig. 1.

1 This proposed method requires that a sizable portion of the energy

could be concentrated into a narrow, straight beam shear wave. These

requirements immediately present the question of whether or not a

shear wave can continue to travel in a straight path when in a region

near a free boundary. A free boundary will not support normal or shear-

ing stress at the boundary surface.

A shear wave is conveniently produced in a steel bar by an inci-

dent longitudinal (compressive) wave passing through a plastic material

in contact with the steel. The longitudinal wave is refracted at the

interface, and a shear wave is produced in the steel. Snell's law of

refraction, which related the velocity and angle of the incident wave

to the velocity and angle of refracted wave, is given in Equation 1 on

the following page (1)1. Refraction of the beam is shown in Fig. 2

j for various different incident angles.

II Refers to Selected Bibliography for this section.
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where c, - velocity of incident longitudinal wave

1al - angle of incident wave

ct " velocity of refracted shear wave

at - angle of refracted wave.

A variation in the angle of incidence of the incoming longitudinal

wave was easily obtained by mounting a straight beam piezoelectric

I transducer on a Lucite plastic block with a rotating cylindrical base

as shown in Fig. 3. This design was taken after a similar transducer

by Rasmussen (2).

I
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Fig. 3. Variable Angle Transducer Holder.I' 92
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Since the longitudinal wave velocity is less than the shear wave

velocity in steel, the shear wave is refracted further away from the

normal than the incident longitudinal wave as shown in Fig. 2. This

fact makes it possible to adjust the incident wave at a critical angle

and produce a Rayleigh surface wave along the interface between the

Lucite and steel. The high incidence shear wave should be produced

when the angle of incidence is slightly smaller than the critical angle.

Ultrasonic elastic waves are interpreted from a signal, which is

picked up by a receiving transducer, amplified, and displayed on a

screen. The electronic network and schematic of the receiving instru-

ment is explained by Daniel (3) and will not be repeated here.

The signals are interpreted by considering the base line of the

signal as time and the ordinate as the amplitude, as shown in Fig. 4.

The output of the transmitter is shown as the initial pulse on the left

side of the screen representing zero time, and any signal appearing

to the right is from a wave resulting from this output. The distance

between the initial pulse and any subsequent signal is directly pro-

portional to the time required for the initial pulse to be transmitted

and received again.

raw I I" W IIr

Fig. 4. Typical Screen Picture.
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I SUMMRY

The object of this investigation is to study the behavior of shear

waves near a free boundary. Previous experimental analyses have led

to the belief that a shallow shear wave may be instrumental in deter-

mining the depth of transverse fatigue cracks.

Experimental studies proved that a shear wave near a free boundary

curves in a predictable manner, with a positive rate of change of slope.

Although the curvature is slight, a shallow shear wave can be directed

to re-emerge to the surface.. The curving path of the wave can be

oriented in such a manner as to pass under a given flaw depth, within

limits, without producing a reflection.

The success of the laboratory tests indicates that the principle

may be feasible for discriminating flaw depths in some complex configu-

rations of turbojet compressor blades and allied parts. The difficulties

[ in this application lie in the setting of the critical angle of inci-

dence of the transducer. The critical angle variation for the curving

j shear beam is quite narrow, and it may prove to be difficult to produce

a uniform shallow shear wave over a broad surface of the blade. Further

investigation should be carried out to determine whether this obstacle

is serious.

I~9~4



I EXPERINENTAL OBSERVATIONS

I The experimental work consisted of two parts. The first was find-

ing and identifying a signal which was thought to be from a shear wave

that was being influenced by the boundary. The second part was deter-

mining as much as possible about this wave including the manner and

degree in which it was being influenced.

Transmitter-Receiver Setup

The most effective method to detect a signal from an elastic wave

is to use a transducer for this purpose alone. Another transducer is

used to produce the wave allowing it to travel directly from one trans-

ducer to the other without requiring energy losing reflections, which

is the case when a single transducer is used both to transmit and receive

the wave signal. The use of two separate transducers will be called a

i transmitter-receiver setup, and this is the arrangement which was used

to produce and detect the elastic waves in this investigation.

I The transmitter-receiver setup consisted of two straight beam

piezoelectric transducer mounted on Lucite plastic blocks (as in Fig. 3)

so as to give a variation of the angle of incidence for both the trans-

[ mitter and receiver. The setup is shown in Fig. 5.

The frequency of both transducers was 2.25 mc (megacycles per second),

and the material in which the waves were transmitted was a 4-inch square

"steel bar 18-inches long.
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Figure 5. Tmmltter - RCelver Setup

Dispersion of Beam

The piezoelectric transducers used to produce and receive an ultra-

sonic elastic wave emit a relatively narrow focused beam; however, it

ji could not be expected that the beam of waves would travel in a coherent

path and not disperse to a certain extent. Since this dispersion was

Ii present, a beam of elastic waves produced by aiming a transducer in a

certain direction was found to be a field of waves with a maximum ampli-

tude occurring in the center of the beam, but with a decreasing ampli-

tude in all directions away from the center. There was never a well

defined boundary of the beam as would be expected if dispersion were

not present.
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Rayleigh Surface Wave SignalI
The critical angle at which the maximum Rayleigh surface wave is

produced for refraction of a longitudinal wave from Lucite into steel

was found to be approximately 66. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that

I the energy transmitted in this surface wave is made up of that energy

which would go into the refracted shear wave if the angle of incidence

were decreased. In the transmitter-receiver setup with both angles

set at 660, a large signal was displayed on the screen of the receiver

corresponding to the first wave front of Rayleigh surface waves to

arrive at the receiver. The surface wave was the first to arrive at

the receiver since there were no signals on the screen between the

initial pulse and this signal. However, to the right of the first

signal was a large number of signals corresponding to trailing surface

waves and reflection paths through the plastic block. These trailing

waves were of no interest since only the first direct Rayleigh surface

wave signal gave any useful information for this arrangement. Since

the transmitter-receiver setup was the optimum arrangement for receiving

Rayleigh surface waves and the dispersion of the beam was present, a

large signal remained on the screen for angles substantially different

[ from 660.

I Identification of Waves

Any wave propagating in the steel bar was easily identified as a

surface or internal wave by damping on the surface of the bar. A sur-

face wave signal can be greatly decreased by damping since it is possible

for a large portion of the energy to be absorbed. The damping was easily
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done by placing a finger in contact with the surface of the bar between

I. the transmitter and receiver. An internal wave, such as a longitudinal

wave or shear wave is unaffected by damping on the surface except at

points where the wave reflects from the surface, and damping at these

points absorbs a small amount of energy as compared to a surface wave.

The S-wave Signal

When the angles of incidence were decreased, making a shear wave

more probable, the surface wave signal was decreased by a large degree;

but the signal still remained strong due to the dispersion of the beam

described earlier. When the angles were decreased by about 70 from

the critical angle of 660, a small signal appeared on the screen just

to the left of the Rayleigh surface wave signal. This signal reached

a maximum when both the angle of the transmitter and receiver were ad-

justed to approximately 57%. This small signal was interpreted to be

from a curved shear wave and will be called the S-wave. The reasons

for this conclusion will be given in the remainder of this chapter.

The first observation was that the S-wave signal could not be

damped at any point in the surface between the transmitter and the

[ receiver and thus was traveling beneath the surface.

The S-wave signal remained a maximum for the angles of incidence

adjusted at approximately 570 regardless of the distance between the

transmitter and the receiver. This eliminated the possibility that

1 the wave path length was a function of the angle at which it entered

the bar.
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The fact that the S-wave signal appeared to the left of the surface

wave signal, indicated that the S-wave had made the trip between the

transmitter and receiver in less time than the surface wave. The ratio

of the time required for the S-wave to travel from the transmitter to

the receiver to the time required for the Rayleigh surface wave to

travel the same distance remained approximately constant at 0.92 regard-

less of the distance between the transmitter and receiver. These sig-

nals are shown in Fig. 6. This constant ratio indicated that the S-wave

and the Rayleigh surface wave were taking approximately the same length

path, but the S-wave was traveling at a slightly greater velocity.

The paths being of approximately the same length rules out the possi-

bility that a high velocity longitudinal wave was being reflected from

the bottom of the bar. It is well known from Rayleigh (4) and Sokolnikoff

(5) that a Rayleigh surface wave in steel travels with a velocity of

slightly over nine tenths of the shear wave velocity, which is consist-

ent with the ratio of the times required to travel approximately the

i same distance.

The S-wave was not present on the surface of the-bar, but the path

it had taken between the transmitter and receiver was approximately

I the same as the Rayleigh surface wave path directly along the surface.

Therefore, it was concluded that the wave was traveling very near the

[surface in a curved path as shown in Fig. 7.

While damping in the region between the transmitter and receiver

I did not damp the S-wave signal, it did produce very interesting results.

By expanding the range of the receiving instrument, the portion of the

signal between the S-wave signal and Rayleigh surface wave signal could

be displayed across the entire screen. Damping on the surface caused
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a new signal to appear on the screen between the S-wave signal and the

Rayleigh surface wave signal which looked similar to the S-wave signal.

It required a longer time to reach the receiver than the S-wave signal

Ii and a shorter time than the Rayleigh surface wave signal. Further in-

ji vestigation indicated that the wave causing this new signal traveled

to the point of damping beneath the surface and continued from that

point to the receiver as a Rayleigh surface wave. The point of damping

divided the distance the point of entering at the transmitter and the

point of exiting at the receiver into the same ratio as the new signal

divided the distance between the Rayleigh surface wave signal and the

S-wave signal. This is shown in Fig. 8. When the damping was applied

very near the receiver, the new signal almost coincided with the S-wave

signal. Similarly, when the damping was applied very near the trans-

mitter, the new signal almost coincided with the Rayleigh surface wave

signal. The assumed path of the wave causing the new wave is also

shown in Fig. 8.

[
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Depth and Shape of S-wave Paths

A true picture of the S-wave paths requires knowledge of the depth

I.. of the wave beneath the surface which would lead to a plot of the actual

J shape of the paths. A method was needed to measure the depth of the wave

at various points along its path, then the path itself could be plotted.

On preliminary investigation, it was found that a certain thickness

of metal was required to support the S-wave. For instance, a signal for

I the S-wave could not be produced in a i-inch plate. There were some

signals present ahead of the Rayleigh wave signal, but the well defined

S-wave signal was not present. The conclusion was that the wave was either

being reflected and scattered by the bottom side of the plate or it was

being affected equally by the bottom side, since it was also a stress-

free surface. A l-inch plate would transmit the S-wave signal Just as

well as the 4-inch bar.

The method used to measure the depth of the S-wave paths consisted

[ of placing an obstruction in the path of the S-wave, thus determining

how near the surface of the metal the obstruction could be before the

[ S-wave struck it. The obstruction was a narrow saw cut made from the

bottom side of the l-inch steel plate. The cut was made with a band saw

across the center of the 10 x 16-inch plate and it was made on a taper

so that only 1/32-inch of metal was left above the cut on one side and

25/32-inch of metal was left above the cut on the other side as shown

in Figure 9. This gave a variable depth of metal without imposing

another stress-free boundary near the wave as would be done with Just a

tapered plate. The top of the plate was ground very smooth to avoid

inconsistencies in the readings because of roughness of the surface.
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i The transmitter and recelur were placed on the top surface so that

a line connecting the two arnd presumably the S-wave path would be perpen-dicular to the saw cut as shown in Figure 10. By moving the transmitter

and receiver laterally across the plate parallel to the saw cut, when

the metal above the cut became thinner than the depth of the 8-wave path,

[ the signal on the screen would begin to decrease and then disappear com-

pletely when it blocked all of the path of the wave (see Figure 10).

A set distance between the transmitter and receiver fixed one 8-wave

path, where one path means the path taken by that portion of the wave

1. which is received by the receiver transducer.

1I
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A spacer was placed between the transmitter and receiver thus fixing

the distance between the point of entering and exiting the metal. For

each spacing, readings were taken for various points along the path. The

j readings were taken by picking a point on the path where the depth was to

be determined and moving the transducers laterally so that this point

always remained over the saw out. The amplitude of the signal corre-

j sponding to a certain point on the path was recorded for points laterally

across the plate. Since the tapered cut wan side linear, the lateral dis-

Splacement corresponded directly with a depth of metal above the out. The

amplitude of the received signal was plotted versus the metal depth as

in Figure 11. These plots indicated that in the region of the plate

where the metal was very thin, no signal was able to got past the cut and

as the setup was moved In a direction to Increase the depth, somo portion

1[



of the signal began to pass over the cut. Through this transition

Ii region, the amplitude increased approximately linearly with the Inoreasing

metal depth until at a certain depth, all of the wave passed over the cut,

1. and no matter how much deeper the metal Lot, the signal would not .increase.

I
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Each plot of the type shown in Fig. 11 represents the amplitude

SI of the signal versus metal depth for just one point along the path, and

it gives information about the depth of the path at the point. The

data were normalized so that the maximum signal had an amplitude of ten

[ corresponding to no obstruction in the path of the S-wave. Since there

was some question about the exact location of the top and bottom of the

path, it was decided to call the depth of the location of the path a

single point corresponding to an amplitude of five. This point gave the

I. approximate depth of the center of that portion of the wave which reached

the receiver. A family of amplitude versus metal depth plots is shown

in Figs. 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 in the Appendix for just one path length.

A smooth line drawn through each depth point and connecting with

zero depth points at each end where the wave entered and exited gave a

plot of the wave path for a given distance between the transmitter and

receiver (see Fig. 12).

Similar curves were drawn for each of five different path lengths

S(see Figs. 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22 in the Appendix). Superimposing the

path plots onto one plot produced a family of paths which represents

I.the direction of travel of the entire beam (see Fig. 13).

Rather than thinking of each line in Fig. 13 as a distinct path,

the entire plot should be thought of as a field of a shear wave beam

with the lines indicating the direction of travel of each portion of

the beam.L
Discussion

All of the experimental observations can be explained by the beam

shown in Fig. 13. The angle of entering and of exiting for the waveji 106
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[
can be measured from tangents to the curves at each end. The curves

Jl are symuetrical about the centers of the paths so that the angles at

each end are the same, as was observed. The data were difficult to

take near the ends of the paths because the transmitter and receiver

I were sitting almost directly over the saw cut, and this caused addi-

tional signals which interfered with the S-wave signal. There were not

enough data available near each end of the path to give a very accurate

value for the angles, so the curves were drawn tangent on an angle which

was calculated from Snell's law, Equation 1, and the known angle of

incidence of the longitudinal wave in the Lucite block.

At the critical angle

-1 = 66°

j. Giving

ct sinct sin 900
C- s• si n in 66 = 1.095.

At maximum S-wave signal

a - 57

1.giving
c

sinat - -- sin, = 1.095 sin 57 = 0.914

at= 66°

lI
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It can be seen from the paths that they did not have to be distorted

to cause them to come in on a tangent to 66 from the vertical normal.

All of the lines for each path are seen to enter and exit the surface a

I at the same angle regardless of the path length.

The S-wave signal could not be damped on the surface between the

transmitter and receiver simply because it was not present on the sur-

face. In order to explain the new signals which were produced when damp-

ing was applied, it is necessary to say that the portion of the wave

I.o which strikes the surface between the transmitter and receiver is reflected

and scattered so that practically none of it reaches the receiver. When

damping is applied, some of this energy which strikes the boundary is

converted into a Rayleigh surface wave and continues to the receiver in

that form and produces a signal. It was found that when an ordinary

straight shear wave is reflected from a boundary, some of the energy can

be converted into a Rayleigh surface wave by applying damping at the point

of reflection.

[The constant ratio of the time required for the Rayleigh wave to

the time required for the S-wave is explained by the fact that all of

[ the path lines in Fig. 13 have approximately the same shape. Also, the

length of the paths are almost the same as the ditance in a straight

line between the two points. The large plots in Figs. 18, 19, 20, 21,

and 22 in the Appendix are plotted with the depth scale expanded ten

times the distance scale, but the actual path shapes are plotted below

[each figure. These paths are seen to be almost the same length as a line

along the surface.

The resulting path plots are actually the only logical way to

account for all of the experimental observations on the S-wave signal.
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I. APPENDIX

Several plots will be given in the following figures in order to

illustrate how Fig. 13 was obtained. Figs. 14, 15, 16, and 17 give

I* the Amplitude versus Metal Thickness plots for several positions along

•I the nine-inch path. Figs. 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22 give the wave path

shapes for each path length on which data were taken. In each of these

i figures, a small plot of the actual path shape is given at the bottom

of the page. On these plots, both the ordinate and abscissa are on

the same scale, enabling the actual shape of the wave travel to be

visualized.

Two quantities will be defined which are used in the plots.

D - distance from point of entering to point of

exiting

1.. x - distance from point of entering to some

t point along the path.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the overhaul procedure of turbojet engines, the compressor

blades must undergo a thorough inspection before reinstallation. The

success of this inspection is dependent upon a high degree of cleanli-

ness since any foreign deposits tend to obscure the cracks. Also, the

fluorescent penetrant that is used for crack detection is absorbed to

some degree by some types of contaminants and conversely, the presence

of oil may impair the capillary action of the cracks.

At present, certain blades are being cleaned by a chemical solvent

process followed by a mechanical abrasive process. Other blades are

being cleaned by an agitated soak utilizing an alkaline cleaner. The

[ mechanical abrasive process was necessary since the chemical solvent

process often does not remove all the foreign deposits.

The abrasive action can result in a surface roughness which might

[ reduce the operational efficiency of the jet engines. From the blade

inspection standpoint, the mechanical abrasive process results in a

[ burnishing action which has been shown to obscure cracks. It also com-

plicates the cleaning at successive overhauls, due to the difficulty

[ of cleaning the rough surface.

[ The purpose of this investigation was to develop a more effective

method for cleaning compressor blades than is presently used which

would eliminate the need for mechanical abrasion.

Alkaline cleaning literature commonly refers to the following

SI throe methods as conventional methods:

1251



1. Soak Cleaning

1 2. Spray Cleaning

3. Electrolytic Cleaning

I. Since eleptrolytic methods have previously been thoroughly investi-

gated by the project, the first two methods were selected for this

investigation.

I..

[

[
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SUNOWY AND RUMECUNIATIONS

I As a result of experimental testing, it was determined that com-

pressor blades could be completely cleaned in a short period Of time

by utilizing conventional methods. The cleaning system selected con-

sisted of one large soak tank and a spray washing machine. The spray

washing machine consisted of two rinse stages. If this machine were

used as a preliminary step to painting the blade#, a third rinse stage

should be included to completely remove all traces of the cleaning medium.

A typical rinse stage is shown in Figure 3. Each stage should have its

own temperature control, pump, water overflow weir, steam-heating coil,

and regulator. Fresh water should be piped to each rinse stage. An

adequate flow of fresh water is imperative to acceptable cleaning.

A conveyor is necessary for the operation of a system of this

nature. For experimental work, a manual conveyor system was used. For

a commercial unit, the conveyor should be mechanized.vith .a speed of

approximately four feet per minute. This feed as used in the experi-

I mental work yielded excellent results.

Preceding the rinse stages, there should be a presoak. This could

il easily be accomplished by using any of the numerous large chemical tanks

already in use at Tinker. A fifteen minute presoak was found to be ade-

quate with the chemicals tested. Extending the presoak appeared to

have no beneficial effect. However, longer presoaks required by loading

delays would have no damaging action providing the presoak temperature

1 .....
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does not exceed 180°F. Caustic attack of the blades is possible at

elevated temperatures providing the presoak is extended into the range

of hours. No evidence of caustic attack was noticei at temperatures

below 180°F. Due to the large decrease in generation of fumes and for

safety in general, it is recommended that all chemical solutions be

used within the range of 160" to 180*F.

During experimental testing, a single bay rack was designed which

could be transferred directly from the soak rack onto the conveyor line.

At a flow rate of'Ifour feet per minute, this single bay, conveyor system

could handle approximately 25 blades per minute. or 1500 per hour, Since

an engine may contain approximately 1000 blades, this amounts to a rate

of 1 1/2 engines per hour. Twelve engines could be cleaned in an eight

hour day of continuous running, which is adequate to handle the clean-

ing requirement at OCAVA.

I Two men would be required to operate the cleaning system for maxi-

mum output. One man would be required to load the blades and place the

racks carrying them into the presoak tanks. Another man would be re-

quired to transfer the racks onto the conveyor line and to return the

I racks to the first man after they have run through the cycle. However,

during slack periods, one man could operate the system at a slower rate

without difficulty. And, if htgher outputs were desired a double bay

[ system, using a double rack, and a center nozzle bank could easily be

cons truc ted.I
I



EXUIMENTAL PROCEBDUR

I Regardless of the cleaning method selected, the results will be

unsatisfactory if the cleaning agent utilized will not remove the con-

taminant from the blades. All methods of cleaning that have been con-

I sidered consist only of different means of agitation which, when coupled

with a satisfactory cleaning agent, will completely clean turbojet com-

Ii pressor blades.

As an initial step toward preliminary selection of a cleaner,..

correspondence was initiated with several of the major chemical suppliers.

Re'presentative samples of the cleaning problem were also submi'tted to

three chemical research laboratorfes for their recommendations. All

recommended cleaners were then tested on a comparative basis to deter-

mine which were best suited for the cleaning problem.

The laboratory equipment for these preliminary tests consisted of

a stainless steel beaker of approximately one gallon capacity, a heating

device, and a mechanical agitating device. Due to the limitations of

I the testing equipment, some latitude was allowed in interpreting the

resulting data. Table I shows the results of the preliminary testing.

As shown in Table I, only four of the cleaners yielded complete

1l cleaning. These four cleaners were then obtained in sufficient quan-

tities for exhaustive testing and evaluation. Refore this evaluation

could be carried out, an expanded experimental system had to be designed

and constructed.
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TABLE I

RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY TESTING

SCleaner -Cleanins Effectiveness
CCarbon Scale

SOkite OEK 163-C-195 Rapid Cleaning Slow Cleanins
Bendix Dirl strip Slow Cleanina Rapid Cleaninz
Wyandotte Ferlon Sloa Cleanint Rapid Cleanins
Turco 4781 Slow Cleanina Slow Cleanins
Oakite 33 Slow Cleanin , Incomplete Cleanint
Oatite Stripper Slow Cleaning Incomplete Cleaning
Oakite 77 Slow Cleanina Incomplete Cleanins

. Oakite Rustripper Incomplete Cleaning Slow Cleanina
Turco 4181 Slow Cleanins Rapid Cleanins

'EQUIPMENT DESIGN

The experimental system had to satisfy two requirements. First,

the system must be sufficiently versatile to allow various means and

degrees of agitation to be applied. Secondly, the system must be large

enough to yield results applicable to an assembly line operation, yet

small enough to allow testing to proceed utilizing the limited number

I of contaminated blades available.

I The experimental system is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The soak

tanks, shown in the right hand portion of the figures, were constructed

of stainless steel with fittings located near the bottom to allow for

agitating and heating of the solutions.

I Since steam was available within the laboratory, an attempt was

made to utilize this power source for both heating and agitation. Two

steam nozzles were purchased and installed. These nozzles had the ad-

vantages of having no moving parts, and of combining both heating and

agitation simultaneously. However, they also had the disadvantages of
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dilution of the cleaning solution and cessation of agitation when the

solution reached its operating temperature. Although these nozzles

were of value during the start-up operation, due to their large heating

capacity, it was found that other means were required during actual

operation.

Recirculating centrifugal pumps were used as the principal agitat-

ing device for the soak tanks. By varying the size of the pump, the

degree of agitation could be controlled.

It became apparent early in the investigation that complete sepa-

ration of the blades was necessary during cleaning. To satisfy this

requirement, racks were designed which would separate the blades during

preliminary cleaning and brace the blades during spray action. In order

to approximate assembly line conditions, a conveyer was built into the

spray tanks. The conveyor tracks can be seen in Figure 3.

L The spray tanks, shown in the left hand portion of Figure 2 were

equipped with thermostatically controlled steam coils for heating. As

shown in Figure 3, opposing banks of nozzles were arranged so that all

surfaces of the blades would be completely covered by the spray action.

V-Jet nozzles were chosen for the spray banks due to their wide angle

of spray and uniform coverage.

Centrifugal pumps were used to drive the spray tanks. It was found

[ that any pump capable of delivering at least 20 psi at the rated flow

of the nozzles was satisfactory for this application.

To satisfy the ventilation requirement, a hood was placed over the

spray tanks. This hood may be seen at the top of Figure 3. An exhaust

fan attached to the hood completely removed all fumes generated by the

spray tanks.
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I. TESTING PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

In order to obtain reliable data, a procedure was devised which

would allow repeatable data to be obtained. Due to the fact that the

degree and type of contamination found on the soiled blades varied con-

j siderably, a choice had to be made as to which stages were representa-

tive. The first few stages were characterized by a greasy deposit

resembling carbon, with Stages 2 and 3 being selected as being repre-

sentative. The latter stages were contaminated with deposits ranging

from high temperature heat scale to a tenacious baked-on carbon. Stages

13 and 14 were selected as representative of the latter stages. Any

cleaning sequence which would clean these three representative sections

could be expected to clean the complete compressor section.

The experimental system was capable of three distinct cleaning

I operations. These were:

1. Soak Cleaning

2. Spray Cleaning

[ 3. Spray Rinsing

These terms mey be defined as:

Soak Cleanina: The article to be cleaned is immersed in a cleaning

1 bath which is Senerally agitated by mechanical impellers or centrifugal

pumps. When used in conjunction with other methods, this operation is

commonly called "presoak."
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Spray Cleaning: The article to be cleaned is sprayed with a clean-

ing solution in such a manner that all surfaces are covered by the spray.

Spray Rinsing: Same as spray cleaning except that water is used

instead of a cleaning solution.

Three combinations of the above operations were chosen for experi-

mental evaluation. These were:

1. Presoak, Spray-Clean, Spray Rinse

2. Presoak, Spray-Rinse

3. Spray-Clean, Spray-Rinse

Figure 4 shows the results of this evaluation. As the figure shows,

all three combinations were capable of cleaning the three selected repre-

sentative stages. To insure a valid evaluation of the test equipment,

the same chemical was utilized in all tests described in Figure 4.

Combination Number 2 was chosen as the most feasible method of solving

the cleaning problem. This method did not yield the maximum speed in

cleaning, but the large decrease in complexity of equipment required

j. warranted this selection. By requiring that only water be pumped in the

spray system, a considerable simplification is obtained in the mechani-

[ cal equipment required. The chemicals under consideration have the

[ ability to dissolve most packings found in standard centrifugal pumps.

Also, extreme difficulty was experienced in sealing the spray tanks

•I against the cleaners being used. Therefore, by limiting the cleaning

solution to the soak tanks, many disturbing problems may be eliminated.

I After the optimum cleaning cycle was determined, the next logical

I step was to determine which cleaning solution would deliver the best

results utilizing this cycle. Figures 5, 6, 7 show the results of test-

ing three of the previously selected cleaners. Tables I11 11I, and IV
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show the data obtained from these tests.

It will be noted from the figures that all three cleaners were

capable of cleaning the representative stages of the compressor section.

The fourth cleaner, Turco 4181, is presently being used at Tinker.

Insufficient numbers of soiled blades were available during the testing

phase to allow a thorough evaluation of this cleaner by the procedure

used in evaluating the other three cleaners. Therefore, it was decided

to evaluate the Turco chemical on a comparative basis using the stages

not cleaned during the initial testing. Stages 5 and 6 were used for

this test sequence. The Oakite 195 cleaned the blades in a minimum

time of 5 minutes, while the Turco 4181 took approximately 15 minutes.

The Oakite chemical was received in liquid form and used full strength.

The Turco material was used at 3 pounds per gallon.
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TABLE

CLEANING EVALUATION NUMBER 1
FERLON SOAK - WATER 5PRAY RIN5E
MAY 31, 1963
CoNcENTRATio: 2.51-s FEkeLoN PsR wAL..14.0

Tr-M p SOAK TIMEFZtAF1-

1400 6 MIN $014e ComrAMINATz Ruk&.tNS
140' 10 MIN CompLSTBL Ct-c~

Mimu TimE 10 MIN

1 600 5 MIN. SONI C0F7',1aAygf^- RvjZiMS

ON LARGe Bijxoas
160* 8 MIN Comp&.wrusv CLA

MiNMUrM Time 7 miN

180r 5 MIN~. Soma CoNrAmINorIT F?4AIN3

oti Muoturv BL.AOEs

1600 7 mlN COMVPL-wreLY CLEAN

MiNImum Time 6 M~IN

200 0 MIN StcCowrAj4!NprT Ra4AINs

0*4 5VAL-L B LbMZS

MaiJmum Tame. 6 mwN

200+ 6 miN COMPLETELY CLEAN



TABLE III

CLEANING EVALUATION NUMBER 2
BENDI)( SOAK- WATE-R SPRAY RINSE

MAY 30P 193
CoiuccrRATION: l.S LB BLENDIX PER r&A H10

Tamp SOAK TIM"E RKMARKS

120, 15 MmN SomE -ComTA.MItNAk-m RumAins

12030 MW COMvaPL-6r111 CLEAN

MINImu'm Time 30 MIN

140" I Som4e CONirht4UJATU FR.M*MG 6"

146' 10MIN COMPLE-lELY CLUAN.

Mwamue TIMEt 8 MIN

16002M Sow Cowr~mtrmsur RwwMAW"S
60 t t114 COMPLUTML.L CULEA0

Mwwutjrui. Time 6 MIN

I8 MIN Soma Copwrw~itAT& ftmAINE

1805"14 COMPLITULy CLI*K
MINImmum Tii4E m- 3 mI

200 1 miN SOMIC CONTrAMINATE UfNmMNs

200r 2 MJN -COMPLeTSLY CLEPAN

MINIMUM Tiwu MMl

21'2 2,.iwCOMPLWFELY CLUAN



TABLE TV

CLEANING EVALUATION NUMBER 3
OAKITE 195 SOAK WATER SPIRAV RIN4SE

Mow 313 1963

Tamp SOAK TIME amw
i A A.I10 MIN Soms Cowirw ums s~.K

140' 12 MIN C SMOLCMNJ CLSDM

Moomm1 Time SItMM

le0 SHIN So"MS CowahmowmA R~am..s

on L~ft BMs."

166' Ccrssm wa

.Msuoww Tim& MI

1w0 3 rtu5w mTm.IAsR~um

1wo 6 (m4*N ComphI1ew CIA^u

Mimmum Tni 5t4'

2000 3m Some CowromiP4^m. REM'A0*

21"o 6 mc#I COMPI-W1ULV- CLEAAM

MiN imu" Tema 4 mSN



TABLE V

SOAK AGITATION E\ALUATION NLAVIlER I
CAKITE W95 SOWK WATE R SPRAY RINSE
Jiwum 7* 1965

'TEMP CLEAWNG THE ACTATION

160* Smuw MILDON

zoo' 3 SvWO"
200r 3,44M
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I INTRODUCTION

During the overhaul procedure of turbojet engines, the compressor

blades must undergo a thorough inspection before reinstallation. The

inspection should detect all defective blades so that the defective

blades can thus be remuved. The success of this inspection is depen-

dent upon a high degree of cleanliness of the blades, especially when

fluorescent penetrants are used to detect cracked blades. Any foreign

deposits on the-surfaces of the compressor blades tend to obscure cracks.

Also, the fluorescent penetrant that is used for crack detection is ab-

sorbed to some degree by some types of contaminants and conversely,

the presence of oil on the blade surface may impair the capillary action

1 by which small surface cracks may be filled with fluorescent penetrant.

At present, certain blades are being cleaned by a chemical solvent

process followed by a mechanical abrasive process to insure complete

cleaning. Other blades are being cleaned by an agitated soak utiliz-

ing an alkaline cleaner.

From the blade inspection standpoint, the mechanical abrasive pro-

coes can result in a burnishing action which has been shown to obscure

cracks. It also complicates the cleaning at successive overhauls, due

[" to the difficulty of cleaning the rough surface.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the effects

L of ultrasonic cavitation on the cleaning processes used in Interim Report

Number I where applicable.

il14
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( . Since electrolytic cleaning had been investigated previously, only

the following processes were used:

1. Chemical soak -- ultrasonic hot water rinse.

J 2. Ultrasonic chemical soak -- hot water rinse.

The chemicals used in this investigation were limited to those found

best in Interim Report Number I.

14
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SUMUIRY AND RECObDINDATIONS

Under the conditions of this experimental testing, no beneficiAl

cleaning results were found from ultrasonics over the system tested

jin Interim Report Number 1. It should be noted that this recommenda-

tion is made for articles with geometric shapes containing no intricate

L small passages.

It was found that the rinse stage of the cleaning process was more

critical than the chemical soak process so far as ultrasonic energy is

concerned.

It was found that ultrasonic cavitation caused by transducer dia-

phragms was more effective in cleaning or rinsing the blades when all

three diaphragms were used (bottom and two opposing sides). It was

also determined that loading the tank with more blades required a

j higher driving power level in order to clean or rinse the blades under

similar conditions. The best power level used to drive the transducers

I was found to erode the diaphragm surfaces, especially when the cleaning

solution was used in the 6ltrasonic tank. Also, the blades had a ten-

dency to shade the effects of the ultrasonic cleaning on areas away

I from the face of a single tradsducer diaphragm.

The cleaning system tested in Interim Report Number I is recom-

II mended over the system evaluated in this report, for the cleaning of

t| cold section parts.

1 15o



EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Ultrasonic cavitation can be described, for the purposes here used,

as a form of scrubbing action, or perhaps, mechanical agitation. Since

I the cavitation phenomena requires a continuous fluid (liquid) media,

the spray portion of any of the cleaning processes of Interim Report

Number I was deleted. The mechanical scrubbing action of the ultra-

sonic cavitation was substituted for the spray action used previously.

I. Also, since ultrasonic cavitation is not as effectively obtained in a

flowing liquid, no agitation of this type (pump circulation) was used.

The ultrasonic rinse conditions were determined by:

1. The selection of a rinse water temperature range of 140-150*F.

2. The use of a chemical solution proven effective in Interim

Report Number I.

3. The use of a soak (chemical) tank temperature proven effective

previously.

I4. The use of a soak (chemical) time duration proven effective

previously.

5. Substitution of ultrasonic rinse for the usual spray rinse

for a time duration necessary to clean the blades.

[
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EQUIMPNT DESIGN

The equipment for the experimental system had to satisfy several

requirements. The cleaning solution must be contained in such a manner

that it could be heated and then maintained at a temperature for any

duration of time necessary. Also, the container for the cleaning solu-

tion must ,have a means of applying ultrasonic energy so that cavitation

would ensue.

A stainless steel tank (Figure 6) with transducerized diaphragms

on- the bottom and two opposing sides was constructed. A 1500 watt

heater (electrical immersion type) was installed in a lower corner of

the tank. A drain mechanism was also placed in another lower corner(

of the tank to facilitate removal of liquids.

A stainless steel rack was constructed (Figure 7) so that it would

hold the blades in a given orientation. The rack could be adjusted as

to depth of blade immersion in the liquid. The rack would accomodate

j approximately 100 blades of mixed stage numbers. The rack was built

so that it could be easily transferred from the ultrasonic tank to a

soak-rinse tank.

( A soak-rinse tank of similar size to the ultrasonic tank was con-

structed from stainless steel (Figure 8). A 5000 watt imersion heater

I. was installed, and an outlet and inlet provision was included so that

rinse water could be circulated if later deemed necessary. This tank

could hold the chemical cleaning solution and maintain a designated

S1 temperature level while the blades soaked, or it could hold the hot

152



rinse water for the blades.

Commercial Equipment:

1. Ultrasonic power generator -- 5000 watt variable power and

I. frequency, manufactured by International Ultrasonic*, Inc.

2. Ultrasonic power generator -- 1500 watt, manufactured by

the Bendix Corporation.

3. Three tranaducerized diaphragms, manufactured by the Bendix

Corporation.

I
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TESTING PROCEIDURES AND RESULTS

The procedure of testing was devised in such a manner as to pro-

mote the collection of accurate, reliable data. The availability of

compressor blades of all stages which had consistent soil conditions

was questionable. The available blades were sorted into groups, each
V

of which contained at least three stages. Then three representative

groups of blades were selected for testing. The three groups were

from the low stage numbers, medium stage numbers, and high stage num-

bers (14-17). It should be noted that the high stage numbers included

here were above the representative stage number selected in Interim

Report Number I and were thus much nearer the hot section of the engine

(I and considerably more difficult to clean. The blades did not have as

consistent types of surface soil as the blades used previously. This

[l hampered the accuracy of comparison of the effectiveness of cleaning

[ processes. The large numbers of blades cleaned each test run soon de-

pleted the stock of soiled blades and required the use of clean blades

with soiled blades distributed among them. This was necessary as the

cleaning processes were intended to approximate-full scale cleaning

Ii operation conditions, and the cleaner must be completely loaded each

time.

The first group of blades (low stages) was characterized by a sur-

face soil consisting of a greasy carbon deposit. The second group of

blades (middle stages) contained a surface soil of heavy, greasy carbon

deposits. The final group of blades (high stages) were contaminated
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r
The effects of ultrasonic cavitation on the cleaning processes

were determined by using two chemical cleaners. The chemicals were

Oakite OEM 163-C-195 and Bendix Dirl Strip, because these two chemi-

I.. cals were more thoroughly tested in the testing reported in Interim

Report Number 1.

In ultrasonic rinse cleaning, the Oakite 163-C-195 cleaner was

Sdefinitely the faster cleaner of the two. It should be noted that the

Oakite cleaner was slower-on the higher stage number blades. This

I. would confuse the comparison results when later compared to the ultra-

sonic soak cleaning where a blade shortage forced the use of higher

stage blades. Also, the blade shortage in the last tests also forced

cull blades to be used,-- the term "cull" being applied to blades

having a foreign-appearing surface soil or perhaps blades that were

partly rusted.

t The ultrasonic rinse cleaning was a faster cleaning process than

the ultrasonic soak cleaning. This leads to the conclusion that the

cleaning of the blades is principally a chemical action and thet the

rinse action is more critical than thought. The some chemicals were

used for all the tests, and the chemicals could have been partly spent.

The ph factor of the solutions never fell below 14, which was the high,

est ph value for which test paper was available.

The ultrasonics showed no improvement effects on the cleaning pro-

ceases reported in Interim Report Number I.

1.The results of all testing revealed that blades of all stages of

the compressor section of the J-57 could be cleaned by the processes

used. The Oakite OIM-163-C-195 cleaner was on an average the fastest

cleaner. The Bendix Dirl Strip was thb most easily used due to its

1 56



low foaming qualities. The Turco 4181 seemed to be the beat cleaner

( for the higher stage number blades. Any of these three chemicals

would be satisfactory.

It was found that additional rinse procedses. would be needed to

[l completely remove all traces of chemical cleaners from the blades.
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TABLE I

CULANING EVALUATION
OAKITE OEM 163-c-195 SOAK -- ULTRASONIC WATER RINSE

Temperature Soak Rinse Remarks

140°F 10 min. 2 min, Loose carbon deposits on all blades

140OF 12 min. 2 min. All blades clean

Minimum Time - 12 Min.

160°F 6 min. 2 min. Loose carbon deposits on all blades

160oF 8 miin. 2 min. All blades clean

Minimum Time - 8 Min.

180 OF 3 min. 2 min. Loose carbon deposits on larse-and
medium sized blades

"1800F 5 miin. 2 min. All blades clean

Minimum Time 5 Min.

200uF 2 miin. 2 miin. All blades clean

Minimum Time - 2 Min.

TABLE 2

CLEANING EVALUATION
BENDIX DIRL STRIP SOAK -- ULTRASONIC WATER RINSE

CONCENTRATIONW 1.5 LB. BENDIX PER GAL. H2O

Temperature Soak Rinse Remarks
14.oF 10 miin. 2 min. Loose carbon deposits on mediumjl sized blades

140OF 12 min, 2 miin. All blades clean

Minimum Time - 12 Min.

1600 F 9 miin. 2 miin. All blades clean

160°F 7 min, 2 miin. Loose carbon deposits on medium
sized blades

Minimum Time - 9 Min.

180°F 6 miin. 2 min. All blades clean

180OF 4 min. 2 miin. Loose carbon deposits on large
• lsize blades

Minimum Time - 6 Min.

200OF 2 miin. 2 miin. Loose carbon on all blades

200*F 4 min. 2 miin. All blades clean

Minimum Time- 4 Wtn.
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CLEANING EVALUATION
TURCO 4181 SOAK -- ULTRASONIC WATER RINSE

CONCENTRATION: 3 LU. TURCO PER GAL. U20

Temperature Soak Rinse Remarks

140°F 10 min. 2 min. Loose carbon an large blades

140OF 12 min. 2 min. All blades clean

Minimum Time - 12 Min.

160°F 9 min. 2 min. All blades clean
1600F 7 min. 2 min. Loose carbon on medium and large

size blades

Minimum Time - 9 Min.

180?F 4 min. 2 min. Loose carbon on all blades

180°F 6 min. 2 min. All blades clean

Minimum Time - 6 Min.

[200OF 4 min. 2 min. Loose carbon on medium sized
blades

200OF 2 min. 2 min. All blades clean

j Minimum Time 4 M~ in.

[
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TABLE 14
I ~ CLEA~RIN EVALUATION

OAKITE OEM 163-C-195 ULTRASONIC SOAK - T 3R RINI,Jl ~CONCENTRATION: ,PRIXD=

TIERATUR: 170OF * 7*

Time Remarks

8 min. First and medium state representatives were
clean. Loose carbon deposit left on latter

I_ stage repreuentatives.

12 min. Small amount of loose carbon left on latter
stage representatives.

15 min. All blades clean
Minimum Time - 15 min.

TABLE 5

CLEANING EVALUATION
"L BENDIX DIRL STRIP ULTRASONIC SOAK -- WATER RINSE

CONCENTRATION: 1.5 LB. BENDU PER GAL. HgO
TEMPERATURE: 150OF * 40

Time Remarks

6 min. First and medium stage representatives were
clean. Loose carbon deposit left on latter
stage 'representatives.

I 8 min. Small amount, of loose carbon left on latter
stage representatives.

12 min. Same as 8 minute test.

15 min. All blades clean.

[ Minimum Time - 15 Min.

i1
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I AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE CAVITATION PATTERN

I OF AN ULTRASONIC TANK HAVING A CLAMPED-CORE
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INTRODUCTION

i After cleaning numerous turbojet compressor blades in an ultrasonic

tank, it was noted that the location and orientation of the blade in the

tank had a decisive effect upon the effectiveness of cleaning. Obviously

there existed an optimum manner of locating and holding the blades in

an ultrasonic tank for cleaning. Therefore, a study of the cavitation

"field" throughout the volume of cleaning fluid was undertaken to gain

information which would aid in the design of holding racks for turbojet

engine components.

The transducerized ultrasonic tank being used in these studies has

transducers on two sides and the bottom. Since most typical ultrasonic

cleaning baths have the transducers on one side only (the bottom), it

Swas decided to study the cavitation field in the tank with only the bot-

tom transducers operative. Also, to eliminate any effects of a vapor

[barrier at the transducer face, the driving power to the transducers

was adjusted to a level such that cavitation could easily be detected

I_ throughout the tank. Aluminum foil was immersed in the tank and then

searched for cavitation effects to verify the presence of cavitation.

Then, under these conditions, pressure maps were made of the entire

[ tank volume to determine the relative cavitation intensity. Such maps

can be used to determine the optimum rack construction.
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Ii SUMMRY AND CONCLUSIONS

An experimental study was made to determine the relative cavita-

tion intensity pattern in a typical clamped-core magnetostrictive

system. Pressure maps were made of the tank by a piezoelectric trans-

ducer.

The conclusions drawn from this study are:

1. The cavitation intensity is non-uniform at all depths of the

tank. The highest intensity occurs directly over each indi-

vidual transducer.

2. Pressure and cavitation maxima occur at multiples of the

half-wave length.

1 3. The cavitation intensity is lower over transducers adjacent

to the walls of the tank.

4. For applications requiring high intensity, the rack should be

sufficiently small to permit its location in the center of

the high intensity area. The absolute size would depend upon

I.the location of the transducers in a given system and upon

,.the pressure maps of the individual system.

111'17
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I. ULTRASONIC METAL CLEANING -- QUALITATIVE ASPECTS

"Ultrasonic" is referred to as vibrational waves of a frequency

above the hearing range of the normal ear (1). Although the hearing

range varies among individuals, the threshold of the ultrasonic range

I. may be taken as about 20,000 cycles per second. The basic mechanism

of ultrasonic cleaning is achieved when the liquid cleaning agent is

caused to cavitate.

The British engineer and author, Alan E. Crawford (2), shows that

I nuclei are necessary for intense vapor cavitation. A static surface

such as a metal covered with an oil film or some other soil, is ob-

viously a ready source of suitable cavitation centers. With sufficient

sound intensity, there will be repeated cavitation bursts immediately

adjacent to the surface of the solid material. Therefore, the actual

cleaning may result from the very high instantaneous hydrostatic pres-

[ sures produced by these bursts and subsequent minute high fluid flow

velocities. The bursts are thought to "explode" the adhering particles

from the solid surface; and when assisted by the alternating and steady

liquid flow, the particles are quickly removed from the vicinity of

the surface. If the surface tension at the interface between contauii-

nant and work is lowered, this increases the wetting action of the

liquid and thus assists in the removal of the foreign particles.

SAn example of the pressures generated and the time for the cavita-

tion cavity to collapse can be found in Appendix A of this section.

iRefers to Selected Bibliography for this section.
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Two types of sound waves may be transmitted by the transducers--

plane and spherical. In describing sound waves, Mr. B. Carlin (1)

states that "Ultrasonic waves may usually be considered as essentially

Jplane." A plane wave is one in which the amplitude of motion over a

plane perpendicular to the direction of wave travel is uniform. The

size of the vibrating area and the distance that the waves have

traveled both affect the slhape of the wave front. Generally, as the

distance of propagation increases, the wave becomes more nearly plane.

A purely spherical wave is one produced by a point source, from

which the wave spreads out evenly in all directions. The difference

between a plane wave and a spherical wave is illustrated in Fig. 1 (1).

The load placed on the transducer face is determined by the imped-

ance of the water, as seen by the transducer, composed of real and

reactive components. It is the real component, or radiation resistance,

which determines the intensity of sound generated at the transducer face

1 and propagated into the liquid (3).

For the case of plane wave transmission, the radiation resistance

for a given medium is a function of time and a single space coordinate.

[The result is the well known characteristic impedance, PC) the product

of the density and the velocity of sound in the medium. Hence, as long

II as plane Wave transmission exists, there will be no reactive component.

A representative value of the characteristic impedance of water is
dyne- soc

1. 43 x lob n c (2).
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Planenme

waves

Fig. 1. Path of Plane and Spherical Waves.

Transmission into an Enclosed Medium

The preceding theory has been based on transmission into a semi-

Sinfinite medium, commonly called a free field in which the wave form

[is not complicated by reflection or refraction.

In the case of the wave being transmitted into a closed medium,

1both of these phenomena are present to such an extent that the imped-

ance cannot be determined analytically.

Consider a tank with a transducer in the bottom, as shown in Fig. 2,

with plane waves transmitted into the liquid. It will be impossible to

have pure plane wave transmission. Therefore, as the waves strike the

I vertical walls there will be a combination of reflection, refraction,

and transmission due to the mismatch at the interface of the liquid and

wall, and the angle of incidence of the wave. The impedance missmatch

jI 177



is determined by the ratio of complex impedances of the medium forming

the interface. The Russian author, 0. I. Babikov (5), gives the energy

1i loss at the interface due to reflection in the form

A I 4 1 - ( R 1 R •

ii +R.

where R1 - p1 Cj = impedance of the first medium

R2 = p2 C2 - impedance of the second medium.

I
Fig. 2. Plane Wave Propagation.

From this, it can be concluded that the reflectivity does not

I depend upon the way in which oscillations are propagated from the

first medium to the second. For water-steel interface, about 14 of

Ii the energy is transferred through the interface into the steel. The

energy which enters the walls encounters an even greater mismatch at

the steel-air interface. The value of this energy transfer as given

by Babikov (5) is approximately 0.04%. Since the walls cannot be
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entirely rigid and have little sound absorption capacity, their internal

[I impedance is almost purely reactive; and they act as secondary sound

sources. (6). Still another complication is the fact that the walls,

as solids, are capable of supporting shear waves whereas the liquid

I. is not.

As the incident sound waves strike the liquid-air interface, they

will be almost completely reflected. The results of this reflection

from the surfaces is a complete scattering of sound energy throughout

the liquid. The reflected wave will be 1800 out of phase with the

"incident wave. The results of this may be addition of the incident

and reflected waves at a particular point and time, or it may be com-

plete cancellation at another point. This results in a totally unpre-

dictable sound field and experimental means must be employed to deter-

mine the radiation pattern of the driving transducer into a given

I enclosed medium (4).

I1i.
[
I
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I BIPRIMNUN L IQUIPHINT MND POI

I Schematics of the system with associated instrumentation and the

tank are shown in Figs. 3.and 4. Figs. 5, 6, end 7 are photographs of

the power generator, the bottom transducerised diaphragm of the tank,

[ and the instrumentation used to monitor the power input to the trans-

ducers.

System D•sign

The tank, made of 12 gage stainless steel, was desisnpd so that

transducer plates could be mounted on two sides as well as the bottom.

I VEiabl

Froquency Power

ii i • hll-

Fig. 3. System and Related Instrumentation Schematic.
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However. only the bottom plate of transducers was utilized in this

investigation. A means of controlling the temperature of the liquid

"was accomplished by installing an immertion beater.

A separate flashing was used to enclose the outside of the tank.

providing protection as well as a cooling duct. At normal power levels,

no cooling is needed; but at high levels, air cooling can be used.1
Procedure

1 Referring to the schematic of Fig. 3, the power input to the bot-

tom transducers was monitored. Only enough power was used so that vapor

bubbles could be detected throughout the Liquid.

,For reference, the surface was divided into forty-eight smaller

areas. These areas and associated position-of each transducer are

illustrated in Fig. 8.

I

- - - - - -1 193 10 30 31 42 143

1 1 44
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The intensity at each coordinate, Fig. 9, was obtained by position-

1 ing a 0.75 inch diameter immersible transducer with a natural frequency

of 5 megacycles in the center of each area and perpendicular to the

I transducer face, Fig. 10. The pickup transducer was connected to an

1 oscilloscope, Fig. 11, from which the peak-to-peak amplitude was read

and recorded.

An example of the signal received at different locations by the

oscilloscope is illustrated in Appendix B.

Top

2.3"

S~4.6"

6.9"

9.2"

Transducer Platei
Fig. 9. Depth Division.

1.Ii

I
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TABLE 1

NMMLIZED INTNSITY DATA

Top 2.3' 4.6A" 6.90 9.2'
Ceol Layer Layer Layer Laye•r Layer

1 0.710 o.62 0.41 0.50 0.40
2 0.96 1.05 0.68 0.85 0.70
3 1.07 1.25 0.90 0.93 1.04
4 0.77 0.90 0.80 0.85 0.77
5 0.70 0.70 0.69. 0.58 0.65
6 0.37 0.55 0.55 0.41 0.51
7. 0.43 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.53
8 0.53 0.50 0.95 0.75 0.95
9 0.86 0.52 1.45 1.03 0.95
10 1.10 1.05 1.55 1.00 0.901 11 1.04 1.03 1.45 0.98 1.03
12 0.75 0.70 1.03 0.70 0.83
13 0.84 0.83 0.95 0.80 1.13

S14 1.12 1.15 1.43 0.97 1.20
15 1.10 1.17 1.40 1.15 1.03
16 1.10 1.03 1.48 0.91 1.23
17 0.85 0.57 1.15 0.86 1.15
18 0.25 0.35 0.68 0.58 0.56
19 0.30 0.30 0.50 0.45 0.60
20 0.93 0.73 1.45 0.60 1.13
21 1.00 1.23 1.30 0.68 1.40
22 1.25 1.P5 1.30 1.11 1.70
23 1.12 1.13 1.30 0.98 1.56
24 0.87 0.85 1.15 0.71 0.90
25 0.93 0.83 1.28 0.70 1.00.
26 1.08 0.97 1.20 1.10 1.68
27 1.40 1.23 1.30 1.05 1.70
28 1.16 1.02 1.50 0.68 1.58
29 0.92 0.47 1.55 0.82 1.18
30 0.22 0.30 0.55 0.53 0.77

31 0.20 0.22 0.45 0.35 0.70
32 0.83 0.70 1.13 0.85 1.15
33 1.10 0.90 1.55 0.86 1.15
34 1.40 1.20 1.43 1.06 1.30
35 1.12 1.10 1.45 0.95 1.41
36 1.02 0.92 1.28 0.82 0.76
37 0.75 0.65 0.98 0.40 1.10
38 0.82 0.50 1.41 0.80 0.86
39 1.10 0.75 1.45 0.98 0.95
40 1.05 0.56 1.50 0.75 1.25
41 0.95 0.85 0.60 0.78 1.40
42 0.38 0,48 0.45 0.55 0.65
43 0.40 0.38 0.55 0.52 0.25
44 0.70 0.65 0.80 0.40 0.82
145 1.00 0.85 0.70 0.53 1.18
46 1.15 0.95 1.10 0.70 1.37
.47 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.63 1.20
48 0.65 0.70 0.40 0.65 0.55
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

For this study, the normalized intensity points were joined by

straight lines. Since only the relative intensity of one section with

respect to another was desired, the normalized intensity instead of the

intensity was plotted. To make the discussion of the intensity2 patterns

more meaningful, the volume has been subdivided into cells, layers,

divisions, and strips, Fig. 12.

The data, Table 1, represent the average intensity of several dif-

ferent complete test runs, and the results have been presented in two

different ways. The first being a plot of the intensity vs the depth

level for each strip - Figs. 13 and 14. The second was to plot the

intensity vs the depth of each cell - Figs. 15 and 16.

With reference to Figs. 13 and 14, the intensity is noted to follow

a general pattern. This pattern is one in which the intensity is lower

at the boundaries than in the central area. It was also noticed that

at all levels the intensity of cells 6, 7, 8, 18, 19, 30, 31, 42, and

43 was somewhat lower. The cause of this lower intensity was attributed

to the reflection, refraction, and absorption of the energy by the

immersion heater which lay along this wall. At each level, there is a

general band of intensity. In some instances, the band of intensity is

almost plane while in others it tends toward a spherical shape. The

SHereafter, intensity will be used for normalized intensity unless
Sotherwise stated.
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wave surfaces mentioned here refer to the two-dimensional case.

1i The 9.2" layer always had the greatest intensity. This is to be

J expected since it was the layer closest to the transducer face. How-

ever, this layer also had the most spherical shape for its band width

I of intensity. The 4.6" layer had the next highest intensity and at

the same time tended more toward a plane shape than a spherical shape.

The remaining layers are all of about the same intensity and are essen-

tially plane, away from the tank boundaries.

With reference to Figs. 15 and 16, it was noted that here again

J the intensity tended toward a band for each division. It was also noted

that the corner cells had lower intensity than the adjacent cells, and

the center cells were the most intense of all.
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APPENDIX A

PRESSURES DEVELOPED BY THE COLLAPSE OF A SPHERICAL BUBBLE

Simplified calculations for the forces developed by the collapse

of a spherical bubble are given by Lord Rayleigh (7). With a starting

radius, r 0, in a. liquid of density, p, and under a hydrostatic pressure,

PO, the pressure developed in the liquid rises to a high value as the

cavity volume decreases. At any time when the radius has decreased to

the value r, the pressure is a maximum in the liquid at a distance

r34and at this point is equal to

-L

0• 0

Fbr example, if the bubble is initially empty in water at atmospheric

pressure, a decrease to one twentieth of its original diameter will

give a pressure of 10,300 atm. The time taken for complete collapse is

T - 0.915ro(P/Po)•
i0

when P is in dyne/cm2 . In water at ordinary temperatures, a cavity

0.1 Imn in diameter requires about 5 microseconds to vanish.

More elaborate calculations have been made by R. S. Silver (8),in

which consideration is given to the saturated or unsaturated vapor of

the liquid contained in the cavity. Also, since the vapor is heated

by the compression, heat is lost to the liquid. The effects of via-

cosity and pressure of permanent gas in the cavity are not included.
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[I
The pressure caused by the collapse of a bubble is given by

v v

P - KP- 1 + 1 - w
s V Pr V

w 0 s

where P - Pe - P - applied pressure - average saturation pressure

V - specific volume of the liquid

V- specific volume of the vapor

Sk- bulk modulus of the liquid

r - initial radius0

S - surface tension.

The pressure has been calculated for water containing a large num-

ber of these bubbles collapsing simultaneously near the boundary of a

solid. For example, if the cavities are larger than about 10 cm in

diameter, the pressure at the solid is about 1,000 atm. From the above

equation, it can be seen that as the radius of the bubble decreases

the pressure will increase.

1.
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE OF THE SIGNAL

RECEIVED BY THE

OSCILLOSCOPE
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! ~Fig. 17. Sample of Signal R eceived in Areas

i of Lower Intensity.

I

I

Fig. 18. Sample of Signal Received in Areas

of Highest Intensity.
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APPENDIX C

EROSION PATTERNS IN DRIVER PLATE
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Heater

Areas of Cavitation Erosion

Transducer Wi dth~

Fig. 19. Aluminum Foil Tests Interpretation Schematic.
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